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Young men who went to w ar were told to ‘put their affairs in
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In spite of this timely advice — it is amazing the number of men
and women who die — either without a W ill or leave one hopelessly
out-of-date.
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Let one of our Trust Officers explain how our service under a care
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Valuable Scholarships and Exhibitions, including four scholarships given by Sir
James Dunn of the value of $550.00 each, tenable for three years on condition
that a satisfactory standard is maintained in undergraduate work. The Sir Ed
ward Beatty Scholarship: The winner will receive $200.00 annually for three
years on condition that he maintain a satisfactory standard in undergraduate work.

For Calendars , with information regarding entrance requirements,
courses and fe e s , apply:
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Spring is almost Here
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• Blazers

E A T O N ’S has the R IG H T hat for you, men . . .
the hat that’s shaped to suit your face . . . styled to
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Snap brims, off-the
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COATS
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SURPLUS
Portable Microscopes
We offer a limited quantity of surplus portable microscopes
for sale. These are all new, in original cartons and are offered at
a fraction of original cost.
Specifications: Overall height 8 inches, turret with three dif
ferent powers. W ill accept auxiliary eye-piece for higher powers
desired. Fully adjustable on tiltback base. Optical system; pitchpolished lenses.
These portable microscopes are offered subject to prior sale
on the following terms: Price $9.00, includes shipping and pack
ing charges. Check or money order should be sent with your order.
Any check received after quantity has been sold will be returned
promptly.

Gibson Page Co. Inc.

PHONE 299

— Established 1896 —

i
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360 St. James Sc. W .

Montreal
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YEARS

From the “Y ear B ook”, 1937.
Some thirty years after pushing an exploring and sensitive nose into
the outside world as a graduate I am asked to contribute a few words
to the book commemorating the beginning of a like adventure on the
part of the class of — . It is a fine adventure and worth all the blows
which inevitably fall upon the above mentioned sensitive member, but
it is never surpassed by the experience of the common life at Bishop's.
In the years when I knew the college intimately there was abroad
a keen enthusiasm and an eager desire to fill every minute of every day,
and a large part of every night, to the very full. W e idealized the place
and what we did not see we believed would one day be there. A good
many of our dreams have since been realized, and certainly our faith
in the genius of the place has been justified. In serio-comic fashion we
considered ourselves somewhat, especially in the meetings of the “ Church
warden Club” when, clad in “ paint” and club blazers, we drank cof
fee, coloured churchwardens and discussed literature and the ways of
men.
Conditions of life were in some respects primitive, and while the
necessary food was of the best and plentiful there were annual food
riots in February or March in rebellion against its monotony and in
evitableness. There was the matter of the alleged plum jam, borne
solemnly to the Council and fearfully examined; there was the horrid
story of the deceased mouse in the porridge; the joyous sending of the
griddle cake through the mail as a souvenir postal card, and the homeric
battle in which under-done baked potatoes did their deadly work. But
there was also the homely and hospitable custom of bread and jugs of
milk in the corridors at nine for the evening mug of cocoa and the highheaped pile of butter toast made in the “Shed” furnace for returning
skiers and snowshoers. There was also an Irish cook who could be blarn
eyed into providing a spot of cream or cooking a bird for a nocturnal
feast.
To these earlier days belong childish amusements at which Bishop’s
men today would raise a scornful eyebrow. The apple forays and the
maple-sugar raids; the Indian war-dance, a fire kindled on a piece of
sheet-iron on the top flat of the Old A rts; the annual burial of the
[ 10 ]
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Faculty in full procession, appropriately robed, to the village; the shoot
ing gallery in the upper corridor; a certain Gaspesian slaying mice with
a heavy Colt revolver; the engagements between Arts and Divinity waged
with water-bombs — they may seem silly now but they provided an
escape for a too-heavy head of steam. M ay that keen enthusiasm, though
it be about little things, never die out in Bishop’s, and may the men to
day and tomorrow not grow up too soon!
Connected with the Chapel are thoughts both seemly and un
seemly. There comes to mind the reading, as a lesson, of a passage from
“ Bel and the Dragon" by an Arts man lost in the Apocrypha and try
ing to find Ecclesiasticus. The agony of spirit endured by the man who
had a hesitance in his speech at times is not to be forgotten, nor “ Franky’s" famous reference to the “ beasts at the end of the chapel — the
carved ones I mean." Quite different are the memories of “ Giffie’s”
earnest sermons which brought conviction to many a heart and endeared
him to us more and more, and men slipping into Chapel, many in over
coats over their gym clothes to say Compline together. A nd the early
morning communions — one cannot write of them but one remembers.
A s the years go by one naturally follows with interest the careers
of Bishop’s men and observes such graduates of recent years as one
meets. It was always felt thirty years ago that the university left a de
finite mark on every student who was capable of receiving impressions.
I believe that is still true, perhaps even more so, as the life, surround
ings, and policy of Bishop’s diverge more sharply from those of other
universities, most of which appear to be merely highly developed tech
nical schools. W e flattered ourselves when undergraduates that we were
living in a true university where men learn to judge and know men,
where men learn to use their brains and their wits, where they learn to
live with their fellows, where they learn a true scale of values and strive
to think for themselves rather than to merely reproduce the thoughts of
others. However short we fell of the ideal matters not — that is what
we believed Bishop’s stood for and if I mistake not the undergraduates
today are imbued with the same ideal. If this is so Bishop’s has a con
tribution to make to Canada which was never more sorely needed.

T he Very R e v . A. F. C. W halley, B.A . ’ 10
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EDITORIAL
“ W H A T IS T R U T H ? " SA ID JE ST IN G P IL A T E ,
A N D W O U L D NO T S T A Y FO R A N A N S W E R .
It seems safe to assume that all earnest students attend university in
the search for Truth in so far as a knowledge of Truth will guide them
in the choice of a life's work and make possible the living of a life accept
able to society.
Pilate would not stay for an answer. Perhaps he was weary of
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Sophistic argument which lead in furious circles and arrived nowhere.
Students still have these to contend with. Perhaps he cynically felt that
Truth could not be found. Breathes there the intelligent student who does
not frequently arrive at this conclusion? Perhaps he rebelled at dogmatic
statements purporting to be Truth. Only the unthinking student does not
do this. Only the unintelligent one does not accept such statements as can
be proved of value for living. Pilate would not stay for an answer. W e
must, perforce, stay for three years at least. If we do not find some
Truth then, whom shall we blame?
Shall we rail against the faculty as having failed? Rather we must
admit to not having looked for Truth. Shall we blame a troubled world
as being too unstable to admit of careful study? It has never been any
different and is not likely to be. Better that we should do our best with
it. Shall we deplore the moral degeneration of our time? W e are no worse
than our forefathers and there is still room, and need for moral men.
Shall we say, when a bit of Truth suddenly bursts upon us, “ No one ever
told me this” ? W e wouldn’t have believed it if they had for Truth is
not told but discovered.
W here is it discovered, then, this Truth? Under what conditions?
A s we are expected to do, we reply, "In the lecture room, in the study
room, in the chapel, in carefully digested books,” for it is indeed found
there. But we hasten to add that it is found no less on the sports field,
in student activities, in off-the-record remarks of professors and in student
bull sessions. For Truth is where you find it. It answers your questions
about life and when you have found an answer you have found Truth.
A chance remark made in a lecture may answer a question which has
nothing to do with the point being made by the lecturer. A pointless dis
cussion may yield a thought worthy of the name of Truth.
To forestall all objections that our latest statement belittles the work
of professors and course of study, we ask at this point, “ W h y are we
at university?” The answer is simple. W e are in search of Truth and
a university is the best equipped institution for our purpose. Y et the world
demands some proof of study and effort. This a degree gives. A little
Truth may come from much knowledge. The faculty guides students in
the accumulation of knowledge and presents Truth as it is seen. The
student has to rediscover it for himself.
Let us then seek Truth where it may be found. Let us seek it as the
scientist seeks it, considering no fact too insignificant for our considera
tion. Let us seek it as the philosophers, connecting every idea with every
other in the search for principles. Let us seek it as the moralist, in the
belief that goodness is an all-pervading principle sure to triumph in the
end.
Should we find Truth in this w ay we may not be blessed with great
material riches but happiness will be ours. W hat else does anyone want?
C. L.
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In This Issue
The number of contributions received from the student body for
the Lent number was extremely gratifying. A s a result we are able to
present a well-balanced issue. In the feature department, we have a
speech delivered by Dr. Masters of the History department to the Sher
brooke Kiwanis Club, which deals with the threat of Communism to the
Western W orld, and suggests an effective w ay of contending with it.
M r. Gray has again contributed work of a high order, this time
an article dealing with the vital, timeless problem of the relationship
between the Arts and the Sciences.
Continuing the historical series on Eighteenth Century England, we
include George McClintock’s survey of scientific development during
that period, and M . G. Birchwood’s study of Eighteenth Century Court
Circles. These papers, delivered at the History Club, are not only very
informative and valuable as works of historical research, but are also of
a high literary quality.
The fourth in Sandy Mills “ Travels with a B ic y cle " series did
not arrive from England in time for publication, but if possible, it will
be included in the Trinity issue.
Highlighting the student material are two short stories, " T h e Last
Train from M andev ille” by J. R . Burns, and Margot Mitchell’s “Stran
g e how it i s ” an interesting little piece by M . H. Stanley on the Stack
Room, and a number of poems, including Clifton Leney’s “Quest.”
Several essays, ranging from a study of contemporary conditions in
England to an expansion of the theme of Villon’s “ Ou sont les neiges
d ’antan,” complete the Lent issue.
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tegral part of M arx’s thought resulted from his study of the English
classical economists, particularly David Ricardo. From German, French
and English sources, therefore, M arx developed his theory of the transi
tion from feudalism (thesis), to middle class capitalism (antithesis) and
finally to the classless society (synthesis).

THE RUSSIAN ENIGMA
An address delivered to the Sherbrooke Kiwanis Club
on February 2, 1949.
You were rash enough to invite a historian and a member of the
Canadian Institute of International A ffairs to address you. It is your
own fault, therefore, if I talk about current affairs and about history.
There are only two topics to which speeches on current affairs can de
cently refer nowadays. Both are equally depressing. One is the atomic
bomb and the other is Russian Communism. I propose to discuss the latter.
It has sometimes been thought that the Revolution of 1917 effected
a complete change in Russian foreign policy. This is very far from the
truth. The use of Communist propaganda as a weapon of foreign policy
is new; but the strategic objectives of Russia have remained the same.
Under the Czardom and under the Politburo alike Russia has sought to
extends its influence in the Baltic, in Central Europe, in Persia and in the
F ar East. Russia was in the nineteenth century and still remains a great
landed mass seeking to expand in all directions. To that extent Russian
policy has not changed.
Y et the same policy is now pursued — thanks to Communism — by
new and deadlier methods than were ever employed by the Czars. Cu
riously enough. Communist philosophy which is now used against the
Western Powers, came from the west in the first place. It first made its
appearance in Russia about 1898 in the Social Democratic Party of Le
nin, Trotsky, et. al. Communism was derived, of course, from the thought
of K arl M arx, a Christian Jew of German origin, who spent the greater
part of his active career in England. The Marxian dialectic was the pro
duct of German philosophy, French sociology and English economics.
This has been demonstrated by George Catlin in his volume. T he Story
o f the Political Philosophers. M arx’s concept of thesis, antithesis and syn
thesis was derived from the German philosopher Hegel. Hegel was con
cerned purely with ideas. H e believed that each idea or thesis had its
opposite or antithesis, and that the two merged in a third or synthesis.
M arx began to contemplate the application of Hegel’s analysis to mate
rial things. W hile he was in this frame of mind he met the French socio
logist Proudhon, who persuaded him to apply the Hegelian analysis to
the concept of property. The cost theory of value which became an in[ 16 ]

Communism is, therefore, very much on the conscience of the west.
It is, indeed, a reflection of all that is worst in western civilization: its
materialism, its humanism and its atheism. Communism is an ersatz reli
gion. It makes converts and changes people’s lives in the same complete
and fundamental manner as other religions. A striking example of the
capacity of Communism to convert appeared in the Sherbrooke R eco r d
of July 14, 1948. It was a letter from a worried Vancouver mother. Her
son of sixteen had been an ordinary, jovial, uninhibited Canadian boy, kind
to his parents and popular with his fellow students. Three weeks pre
viously he had fallen into the clutches of a Communist youth organisa
tion. Overnight he became a changed person; furtive, secretive, cruel to
his parents and apparently devoid of all his former generous instincts.
Communism can do that to people. It it in truth a religion, advocated
with all the fanatical zeal of a religion and fortified with a body of doc
trine which in a horrible, twisted way appears to imitate Christianity.
Monsignor Fulton J . Sheen in his volume, Christianity and the Conscience
o f the West, has compared Christian doctrine and its Communist coun
terpart in a brilliant analysis, which begins by setting off “ the Trinity:
Three Persons in one God: Father, Son and Holy Ghost,” against
“ M atter: Three processes in one theory: capital, labor and Com
munism.”
It is only by regarding Communism as a pseudo-religion that we
can really appreciate its insidious and potent menace. How can it be
effectively counteracted? Only, I would suggest, by a resurgence of the
Christian forces of our own philosophy. Western civilization is superior
to Communism chiefly in its acceptance of Christian ideas. By this I
do not mean a mere re-allocation of material things. Christianity involves
a decent concern for the welfare of one’s neighbours; but it involves in
finitely more than that. It involves such great, basic doctrines as the im
mortality of the soul, man’s depravity and utter dependence on God,
the Incarnation and the necessity of faith in the Atonement as the only
means to salvation. Only by the maintenance of such Christian values
can, what is best in western civilization be preserved.

D. C. Masters
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* Thomas H uxley: Science and Education (a series of addresses). 1873.
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But Huxley was careful to show that his sympathies did not lie
exclusively with the sciences: I am the last person to question the value
of a genuine literary education, or to suppose that intellectual culture can
be complete without it. He did not blind himself to the real values of
classical learning, although he declared that the student of science had
no time to spare for it: the culture necessary for him must be gained
from his own literature. He foresaw the dire effects of specialization: ‘an
ecxlusively scientific training will bring about a mental twist as surely as
will an exclusively literary training.’

SCIENCE AND LITERATURE =
MARRIAGE OR DIVORCE?
Humanity thrives on absurd contentions, and never was a conten
tion harder to kill than that Culture and Science are two separate en
tities. It might be better to call it a bone of contention, for, like a bone,
it has been buried many times and in many ages, only to be unearthed and
re-chewed by dogs with long pedigrees and dogs with none. But a time
has come in the affairs of men when the bone should — nay, must —
be buried for ever.
The nineteenth century should have taught us a lesson, for the
nineteenth century nursed vast hopes. A hundred years ago the future
of the world was invested in science, in peace, in the quest of human
dignity. A hundred years ago humanity believed itself to be on the
verge of great discoveries that would serve man’s welfare, of great ideas
to serve the cause of peace, of a new range of feelings that would pro
mote man’s dignity. But peace was an empty dream, and the investment
in Science crashed at Bikini. A s for human dignity . . .
A t the close of the nineteenth century Nietzsche was fully aware
of what he was saying when he re-echoed the words of the ancient oracle,
‘God is d e ad !’ Everyone realized the significance of the cry; everyone
knew that it meant that the world was waiting for the Kingdom of Man.
The problem which we have inherited from the nineteenth century is that
of knowing whether or not, in this chaotic world, M an is dead. I make
no attempt here to answer the problem: but I make, instead, an appeal
to reason, for a re-assessment of our position and duty as educated
thinkers and as recipients of a liberal training. I issue the appeal from
the quarter of human activity of which I am least ignorant — the prov
ince of literature: let us dispense, once for all, with the ludicrous notion
that there is no direct connection between Literature and Science.
In matters of this kind it is always expedient to consult the Hux
leys. Thomas Huxley, speaking as the foremost champion of scientific
studies at a time when those studies were poorly supported and in
adequately endowed, laid down this emphatic principle:
‘A part from all questions of its practical impor
tance, a knowledge of science, its principles and results,
which have so profoundly modified society and have
created our modern civilisation, will give a culture un
attainable by any form of education which neglects it.’ *

he

Unfortunately, in the present century we are confronted with the
dangerous myth that specialization means progress, that modern society
has become so complex that rigid division of human activity in all fields
is inevitable and necessary. The assumption is that the necessity for
splitting all knowledge into mutually exclusive departments increases in
proportion as all knowledge expands. And the new mythologists believe
that such departmental division will enable humanity to leap forward to
a utopian state of general well-being and happiness. Let me quote an
other Huxley quickly:
L

t

‘Inevitable progress,’ said Julian a few months ago,
'is an optimistic reversal of the grim Greek myth of Ate,
or of the pessimistic Christian doctrine of predestination.
It asserts that, the nature of the world and of man being
what it is, human progress is inevitable, and more parti
cularly that, now that man has become scientific, it will
inevitably be smooth and rapid. But in our western
world the myth of progress has fallen on evil days...
(It) cannot be reconciled with the retrogressions of
Fascism and Nazism and the horrors of the recent w ar.’*
Huxley is not alone in this conviction. His own brother, Aldous,
has bitterly assailed the same myth. He has referred, for instance, to
’the apocalytic religion of Inevitable Progress (whose) creed is that
the Kingdom of Heaven is outside you and in the future’, and wants
to ‘bully nature into subserving ill-considered temporal ends, at variance
with the final end of men’ which he regards as ‘unitive knowledge of
the Divine Ground of being’, t Elsewhere, he says that ‘the religion of
Inevitable Progress . . . is, in the last analysis, the hope and faith (in
the teeth of all human experience) that one can get something for
nothing.’
It is clear that the myth of progress should be discarded, and,
with it, the myth that specialization is a contributory factor. That does
* Ju lian H uxley: A Re-definition of ‘Progress’ (Lecture delivered at the opening
session of Unesco at the Sorbonne University. P aris).
+ Aldous H uxley: The Perennial Philosophy, New York 1945.
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not mean that neither human progress nor progress by specialization is
possible. On the contrary, both are possible, and both are highly desir
able. But we must not deceive ourselves into the false belief that com
plete specialization w ill lead to general human progress. A substantial
bridge must be built and maintained between the two: and that bridge
is the Bridge of Other Knowledge.
For that reason Science and Literature must go hand in hand.
Science, Literature, and Religion must join forces. A ll the arts and all
the sciences must be integrated in some w ay before any composite form
of cultural refinement can be established. This is no new, twentieth cen
tury species of remedial thinking: it is the common gloss of common
sense. Not for nothing was Thomas H uxley’s contemporary, Tyndall,
spurred on in the pursuit of science by inspiration drawn from Tenny
son. Not for nothing did Darwin read with avidity the work of Shakes
peare and Milton. Not for nothing did Humphry Davy practise the
writing of (admittedly indifferent) poetry. Men of science have been,
frequently, genuine poets. Ptolemy, the second century astronomer, was
one:
Mortal tho’ I be, yea ephemeral, if but a moment
I gaze up to the night’s starry domain of heaven,
Then no longer on earth I stand; I touch the Creator,
A nd my lively spirit drinketh immortality.
Sir Ronald Ross, in the twentieth century, is another: he wrote a long
spiritual diary in verse dealing with seven years of exile which he devoted
to researches in tropical malaria.
Ernest de Selincourt once said that ‘whatever his literary gifts or
taste, the scientist, like the rest of us, inhabits a world of thoughts and
feeling and action wherein science plays but a subordinate part, and o f

that World literature is the written reco rd .’ *
It is the business of science to ascertain, and to organize intelligibly,
the facts of the physical world. It is the province of literature to review
the life of man in all its aspects, and to record those thoughts and feel
ings which lead to a higher consciousness of the things about and above
us. The material aspects of the world must be realized and studied if
they are to be conquered. The mental and spiritual aspects of man must
be recognized and recorded if they are to be comprehended. There is,
therefore, an undeniable causal relationship between science and litera
ture. W hen a scientific discovery is made, when a revolution takes place
and affects established notions of the universe, of man’s origin and
destiny, literature cannot ignore it: likewise, the effects of scientific de
velopment upon social conditions are part and parcel of literary study.
# Ernest de Selincourt: Essay in the Hibbert Journal, vol XXXVII.
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It is now no longer fashionable to say ‘art for art's sake’, or ‘literature
for literature’s sake', or ‘science for science's sake’. A ll three must hang
together, or humanity will explode separately.
History lends profound support to these arguments. The first great
age of modern science — the age of Gilbert and Napier and Harvey
and Boyle and Newton — was given its greatest impetus in the seven
teenth century. And the prophet of the age was a seventeenth century
man of letters, Francis Bacon. Bacon saw within the grasp of man a
vast, unexplored, and unexploited realm of knowledge, ‘if only he will
be humble enough and patient enough and truthful enough to occupy
it’ : Bacon, by his eloquence, brought the study of this realm within the
common range of educated men. He created for science an intellectual
atmosphere in which it might grow and thrive and benefit mankind. Our
imaginative literature was affected immediately and profoundly. On the
surface the influence is evident in the many metaphores and analogies
which the poets drew from the processes or instruments of science. Under
the surface it deflected the entire current of thought, and both Donne
and Milton apprehended the far-reaching possibilities:
The
The
The
Can

new philosophy
element of fire
sun is lost, and
well direct him

calls all in doubt.
is quite put out;
the Earth, and no man's wit
where to look for it.

Donne exaggerated when he said that, but it must be remembered
that he was writing at a time when the scientific movement was in its
infancy, when the Copernican theory was a hypothesis without mathemaitcal proof.
Donne was, in fact, a little bewildered
instead of impressing him as an intellectual
consciousness of the uncertainty of all human
sified his fear of an imminent conflict between
was afraid — although he never says so in
science would undermine his religious faith.

by the new philosophy:
triumph, it deepened his
knowledge, and it inten
theology and science. He
so many words — that

Milton apprehended science in a different way. His knowledge of
astronomy was extensive, and he supplementd it by visiting Galileo him
self, so keeping abreast of up-to-date astronomical theory. In Paradise
Lost, the Ptolomaic system is adopted as the basis of his imaginative
setting, but reference is made to subsequent discoveries. Milton was con
stantly improving and increasing his knowledge of scientific principles
and effects, and it is important to remember that his conception of ‘a
complete and generous education' included a practical knowledge of the
sciences.
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In 1662, before Milton’s death, the formation of the Royal Soc
iety gave fresh impetus to the scientific movement, which had been re
tarded to some extent by the Civil W ars. The Society set out ‘to im
prove and enlarge the empire of operative philosophy by the real effects
of the experimental.’ The idea of the Society sprang in large measure,
out of the suggestions of literature — out of Solomon’s House in B a
con’s N ew Atlantis, out of Cowley’s Propositions fo r the A dvancement
o f Experimental Philosophy. And some of the most enthusiastic pro
mulgators of the idea were the acknowledged leaders of the literary
world — Denham, Evelyn, W aller, Cowley, and Dryden. A t the same
time it was realized that vast metaphysical issues were involved. When
Hobbes, in the Leviathan, set forth a philosophy based on the material
istic principles of the new science Cowley pointed out an obvious limita
tion:
’T is only God can know
Whether the fair idea thou dost show
Agrees entirely with his own, or no.
But Cowley could not stem the change-over from idealism to
materialism. The great writers of the early part of the seventeenth cen
tury were concerned with problems of man’s destiny, with the struggles
and aspirations of the individual soul. The writers of the later part were
engrossed in problems of the actual world in which they lived. Some of
them, like Sir Thomas Browne, who was convinced that witches were
partly neurotic and partly diabolical, lived half in the new world and
half in the old; Sir Thomas was a medical scientist as well as a man of
letters.
Science in the seventeenth century gave literature a ‘new look,’ a
new orientation. A t the same time, it owed its prestige to literature; and
literature kept it within the bounds o f reason and com m on sense. The
early Transactions o f the R o y a l S ociety show that some scientists, then
as now, could not always distinguish useful investigation from extrava
gant curiosity. One investigator asserted that he could show a pebble
that doubled its size in a short time; another promised to produce artifi
cial serpents; yet another produced an incombustible hatband. Samuel
Butler gives a wonderful satirical account of a meeting of the Society at
which the members, gazing through an astronomical telescope, observe
a battle in progress on the moon, and a massive elephantine monster deal
ing death and destruction among the combatants. Then, when the record
is about to be made in the Transactions, it is discovered, by chance, that
the combatants were flies on the telescope glass, and that the monster
was ‘a mouse that, by mishap, had caught himself, and them, in the
optic trap.'
Merciless satire of the scientists was bound to follow. Some readers
will remember Gulliver’s visit to the College of Lagado, where he met a
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professor who had striven for eight years to extract sunbeams from
cucumbers, and a scholar who had devised a plan for building a house
from the roof downwards. But the satire was not very long-lived. A ddi
son, at the beginning of the eighteenth century, voiced the literary world’s
genuine appreciation of the new science, when he said that no writers
could gratify and enlarge the imagination more than the authors of the
new philosophy.
From the eighteenth century to the present day science-literature
relationships have been, by turns, strained, severed, pieced together, and
consolidated. Questions of compatibility have, by turns, burned, flamed,
smouldered, and died out. The eighteenth century asked; Is revealed
religion compatible with the findings of science? And when the ‘age of
Reason gave w ay to the era of Romanticism, the nineteeth century
asked: Is the mechanistic conception of nature wholly competent to ex
plain the mind of man? Wordsworth was inspired at Cambridge by
the memory of the statue of Newton, with his prism and silent face —
The marble index of a mind for ever
Voyaging through strange seas of thought, alone,
and he paid an immortal tribute to mathematics and ‘its independent
world, created out of pure intelligence.’ He was fully aware that mathe
matical physics would play an enormous part in the advancement of
human knowledge, and he regarded physical science as ‘a leader to the
human mind.’ The poet and the man of science were to him ‘twin lab
ourers, and heirs of the same hopes.’ For that reason, he despised and
condemned the shallowness of the mind that is completely satisfied with
mechanical analysis. For that reason, too, he disliked the botanical
specialist
. . . who would peep and botanise
Upon his mother’s grave.
A t the same time, he said, ‘admiration and love, to which all
knowledge truly vital must tend, are felt by men of real genius in propor
tion as their discoveries in natural philosophy are enlarged; and the
beauty of form in plant or animal is not made less butmore apparent
as a whole by more accurate insight into its constituent properties and
powers.’
W hat Wordsworth said brings together all the threads of my argu
ment. Every single, isolated step in the advance of knowledge has its
own intrinsic value. But its ultimate and supreme value depends entirely
upon the extent to which it may be correlated with the sum of all human
knowledge. In this w ay, the poet’s understanding of life and the scien
tist’s understanding of life may be enriched beyond our wildest dreams.
Man is, after all, a complex creature and a creature of complexes.
[ 23 ]
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Science was born and developed to satisfy his insatiable craving for
knowledge. Literature was conceived as a means of recording those
higher aspirations upon which the future of the human mind must de
pend. Knowledge and aspiration cannot, in sanity, be divided. Both are
powerful motive forces in our society, and upon their enlightened amal
gamation depends the quality of human progress.

Jam es C ray

FORGOTTEN

MOMENT

A castle on the beach the child is building.
T w o liny hands with feverish gesture
P a t into place the sand.
O o p s! One side crumbles — quickly —
Fill the hollow with the cla y-w et grains
A nd pridefully survey reward o f pains.
N early finished, but not quite,
One turret wants refixing.
A h ! N ow a stick —
W hen o f a sudden upward looks the ch ild;
T he bright sun burnishes red the sand.
And glints harsh blue
H u ge billows o f the massive sea.
A hush betw een the crashes o f the waves,
T he sun-warmed beach the water softly laves.
Murmuring ea ger voices,
Light mutter o f the water.
T he child is waiting, watching —
The somnolent silence, the sun-dazzled sand,
This lonely moment o f eternal wonder.
Only the child knows —
H ears something everlasting,
B ui with the crash o f ocean, creepin g foam.
Forgetting, finds the stick and lops the dome.
Margot Mitchell
[ 24 ]
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“ LAST TRAIN FROM MANDEVILLE”
Some time ago, I was in a small Southern town on the day that rail
road service to the community was to be discontinued. The local news
paper had been carrying the little railroad’s obituary for weeks in advance.
“ The management regrets the fact; but owing to insufficient patronage and
mounting losses, the Mandeville and South Dearing Railroad will be
forced to cease operations on Friday, November 19th., 1945."
Being, to some extent, a fancier of railroad lore, I made it a point
to be present on the occasion of the last run. Mandeville, fifteen miles
from the main line, was a typical, small Georgia town, peaceful and
hospitable but possessing that strange undercurrent of racial prejudice
so common to the region.
Everything about the place seemed to be in a state of comfortable
decay. Five scattered mansions, lacking sadly in paint and repairs, acted
as pivots for the few rows of wooden shops and homes that made up the
town. Only the Post Office, wooden also, and the large brownstone
Court House seemed to be in any way imposing.
Toward the east on a knoll and just over a dry creek bed from
the village proper was another smaller and dingier looking collection of
hovels. “ Bible H ill” by name, it was the section of the community set
apart by unwritten law for the coloured citizens. The tone of this rather
unpleasant picture was softened somewhat by the great Southern pine
and magnolia trees that lined the streets. Here and there, dainty little
crape myrtle shrups with pink blossoms splashed colour on the scene.
They also served notice by their being in bloom that the watermelons
were now at their best.
I was told, and could easily believe, that Mandeville had not
changed much since Sherman overran it during his Grand March to the
Sea. The only apparent concession to progress seemed to be in the glass
false fronts on a few of the shops. The young people, who had not
already left for Atlanta or been absorbed by the draft, hung around the
local juke-joint or the pool hall.
The railroad station was situated at the lower end of Main Street.
A one-storey, frame building, it had been there to greet the first train
sixty years ago and today it would bid farewell to the last. Originally
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built to tap a large stand of softwood timber, the line had long since
become a part of life in the community. For years it had served the
people’s every need. It had brought them back and forth to the city and
had carried in along its rickety tracks their essentials to life as well as
the fascinating offerings of the mail-order houses.
Its rusted rails, overgrown with weeds, still pointed to the big cities
and adventure but the last generation had found a glittering, new w ay of
leaving behind the squalor of the place. Ever since the motor car had
come into common use, the railroad had been steadily losing ground. The
shiny new buses and noisy trucks that charged through the town had longsince condemned it to disuse. Efforts were made to save the line but the
decision stood. The Mandeville and South Dearing, ‘ Misery and Slow
Death’ to the local wags, was to make its last run on the nineteenth.
A s I arrived at the station, the little engine had just wheezed out of
its stall. It was coupled to its two cars and pulled up alongside the plat
form. The train seemed to belong to another day. The locomotive, once
the pride of the Baldwin W orks, looked puny and fragile. The laboured
puffing of its boiler indicated that all was not well inside. Its cars, overornate but once in high fashion, now appeared gaunt and ugly.
A number of the townspeople had gathered at the station to witness
the departure of the last train. Nobody said very much but words were
not necessary; their eyes spoke for them. Some were young but for the
most part they were old, their faces lined with care. They, like the old
Mandeville and South Dearing, had used up their alloted time and were
travelling the last weary miles.
If I could have read the nostalgia that showed in these faces, I
might have seen a carefree boy, off to his first job in the city, or a nervous
groom helping his pretty bride into the car, or, heading for the wars, a
youth that even the little train for all its faithfullness could not bring
back . . . but a voice broke the spell. It was the conductor checking his
watch with a little old man wearing a uniform cap bearing the words
“ Agent, M . & S.D . R .R .” The little man spoke: “ Can’t be late this
morning Dan. W ouldn't do on your last run.” He seemed to stumble on
the word ‘last’. It held such an air of finality.
A few people filed into the cars and at nine o’clock sharp the con
ductor raised his hand: “ Boooard.” The driving wheels slipped for a
moment; the train creaked aw ay. Up the quiet street the clock on the
Court House sounded the hour, slowly and decisively. The little man
wearing the agent’s cap had not moved since the train pulled away. He
was standing still, looking down the track. Smoke from the engine bil
lowed back in his face but he took no notice of it. H e remained in this
position till the last plaintive notes of the whistle echoed back and were
swallowed up by the hills.

J. R obert B um s
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“ OU SONT LES NEIGE3 D’ANTAN?”
The rambling Villon probably did not intend his refrain to arouse
such a sentiment, but I look with some nostalgia and little criticism upon
the times that have been — yes, even upon the past which was his
present.
How often have we heard the remark: “ Things weren’t like that
in the good old days,” or: “ In my time— ,’’ or again: “ When I was
young— . How often, too, has such reminiscing brought the knowing
wink or the patronizing smile? Frequently, this type of feeling is simply
exaggerated sentimentalism; things” were like that in those old days,
and, when Methusaleh himself was young, people were just as human
and faulty as to-day. W e all tend to call the past a golden age; we
remember blessings and we forget our faults. The present is real and
hard for us, while the past has been encountered, and we regard it now
with the coloured glasses of satisfaction and pride. W e have covered
the scenes of yesteryear with hazy depths of snow, softening the sharp
rocks and whitening the shady patches of a dark past. Yesteryear, in
deed, is often pure and shining yesteryear to our reminiscent eyes, and
we smilingly realize it.
But we ought to stop and think about this for a while. Surely the
past is not all a misrepresentative dream. A re we entirely wrong in calling
it the good old days” ? There certainly were some benificent ‘snows’
of earlier periods; the golden age of other centuries could not have been
entirely a stone age. W ell, then, what should we think? First of all, we
can see ourselves with a great heritage, in a highly-developed civilization
and a fine culture. How did we get it, and where did it come from,
though? Like Rome, it was not built in a day, nor born with our birth,
nor is it self-propagating. Our knowledge and our freedom are not a
self-contained force, carrying itself down through the centuries.
Here, then, is our first point. W e to-day have something which the
earth itself did not give us. Our ‘snows’ did not come from the ground;
they arrived through space and in time. And when we think about it
more deeply, another fact arises. Since men have been given the power
to develop themselves, to choose the bad or the good; it follows that
whatever we have of good in the world was chosen and kept by our
forefathers. And we should know from experience, too, that the choice
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and care of good is not often e a sy ; it demands sacrifice and devotion,
and it involves persecution from the earthly-minded. This brings us to
our second conclusion. There actually were good, strong men in ancient
times, who had the spirit" to choose the right and, in many instances, to
die for it. Let none feel, for instance, that our Christianity has had an
easy course, let no one think that Florence Nightingale trode only the
‘primrose path,’ neither let it be supposed that toleration and mutualservice are natural accompaniments of humanity. No, the heritage of
the world today was formed through the lives of consecrated, self-sacri
ficing men of yesterday.
But what does this mean to us, then? To me, and I trust to others,
it means that the ‘snows’ of yesteryear did actually sparkle, that they
were widespread, and that their effects were enduring. The storms of
righteous protest and the winds of love did blow the brightening snows
of Christian culture to a dark and dreary earth. Studded, indeed, is the
development of the world with its jewels of noble acts; filled are the
pages of history with beautiful and illuminating accounts; and paved is
the road of civilization with the labour and sacrifice of inspired men.
The Crusaders who stayed to fight and build at home, likewise; the
saints who laboured in parliament or factory, the teachers who struggled
to raise their fellows by literature and by example; all came as manna
to the earth, and covered it like snow with their influence.
Now, such a realization can only lead us on to this question. W hat
are we of to-day doing with our heritage gained and given to us by our
forefathers, — what are we doing with our talents? A re we parasites
or are we builders? And I think we should feel now that, instead of
condemning the past, we must condemn ourselves. Prosperity and pleas
ure go hand in hand, yes, and freedom and idleness are too often mated.
To-day, I consider that the tragedy persists. W ith a goodly inheritance,
we are spending it; with a peaceful world, we are exploiting it. And the
cultural snow of yesteryear is now but an obstruction to us. W e use its
surface for pleasure, and we disregard its deeper treasures, holding them
as useless or blaming them as impedimenta. W hat, then? A re the snows
of the past to become sullied with the smoke of crude materialism? Are
these selfsame snows to vanish with the burning heat of thoughtless de
sire? They may, indeed, if men pursue their own pleasures and profit,
and they will, unless men open their eyes to uplifting and eternal values.
Oh, if only man would display that same self-sacrifice in peace that he
displays in persecution; if only he could mount from the hill instead of
from the much-easier valley!
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as much by degeneration as by accretion. It is the pollution, not only of
foreign ideology, but of native materialism and its present handmaid,
complacency, — and it must be cast out. W hat a benefit it would be
if our ‘drape-shape’d and ‘coke-sipping’ crooners realized the significant
challenge of their ditty: “ Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow,” and what
a power it would be if they really wanted to make it a “ W hite Christ
mas” the year round! For shall it not be that the winds of devoted
effort which bring the snow shall also drive away the smoke! Yes, in
this vast citadel of truth and freedom, we must keep burning fervently in
our hearts the recognition of our glorious heritage, we must work un
ceasingly to better it, and we must be prepared to defend it. Our “Lady
of The Snows” stands in need; we are her regents, we must be her
champions.
The call, then, is for youth who will keep to the principles of the
noblest of their fathers, men who will cast off the tinsel and sham of
worldly comforts and live by the Faith which many profess by words,
but deny by actions. W ho, of all, will take up the challenge, and carry,
through strife and toil, the “V itae Lampada” to the goal of New Jeru
salem, God’s Kingdom on earth?
Yes, to-day we can say; “ Where are the snows of yesteryear?",
but this is only half of the question. W e should say too: “ Where are
the workers to build for to-morrow; where are the ‘good men and true’
to lead the world to a bright and a peaceful future?” And the answer
to this lies nowhere but within us, for there is none to “go for us” but
ourselves. In the hearts of to-day's men must be found the consecrated
desire, the will to strive for a better to-morrow. By such men, and such
men as ourselves only, will the “Gleam” be truly followed, and the
Eldorado of hope be reached. It is men like this who, when they have
spent this course, may rightfully say: “ Here can you see the coming
glories much clearer and much closer." Thus shall the snows of to-day
be the freshening nourishment for the Garden of to-morrow and, as the
martyrs' blood is the seed of the Church, so shall the waters of con
secrated effort feed the new earth, the New Zion of happiness.

John P ea rce

In our own country especially, a vital task is facing us. W ith the
eastern part of the world dark with the smoke of political conflict, our
Dominion must be guarded against pollution, that pollution which comes
[ 28 ]
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A FAVORITE BOOK

OBI IT
THIS is finality;
This, too, is a beginning;
T he form that lies there silent and unbreathing
Was o n ce inspired with an unconscious stir;
N ow it awaits in painful - conscious state
T he end o f death, the long, slow en d o f death,
And the beginning o f an unbenighted life.
Can it be he, this form, that o n ce was kind to m e?
That spot o f m anufactured colour, paler far
Against the natural whiteness o f his cheek.
Can it resuscitate the g lo w o f action known to him
In pulsing moments on the field, the field
W here men fo r g e t a greater fo r a less command.
And desecrate the beauty o f magnificent creation?
W ould he, I wonder, have preferred to die
Out there where cheeks, at least, are coloured by
A deeper, brighter crimson? — S ee where the lines
O f rigid bone against the tight-drawn skin
D enote where through long agony
T he canker has d evo u red the flesh that cushions soul
In daily-dying journey through a sorrow-laden field —
Or on that other field wherein I know he once
Took pleasure, and fo u n d momentary j o y
In thrilling to the sw ift ground passing underfoot
B e f o r e the wicket f e l l ? No, not to me
W ho knew it not, nor to those other silent
Wailing ones who d id ; it cannot,
F or the daylight-crested, westward-looking hills
F lame ea ch n ew sunset-time with unrepeated tint,
A nd man can never do what C o d does not.
W hy does C o d ’s creature make a double torment o f the en d o f life?
M . H. Stanley
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It has not been written. It cannot be written.” These words were
spoken with blunt simplicity. They were followed by a strained silence.
The faint noise of traffic in the street far below was felt but not heard.
The intense silence of the room was accentuated by the diffusion of dusk.
A soft, expensive rug absorbed the silence and ejected it again. Two men
were sitting near the window. The speaker was an author and the second
person was a reporter. The first man was the essence of calm, relaxed
indifference, as he smoked his pipe and gazed out the window. The re
porter was the essence of strained, cautious persistence as he glanced quiz
zically at the author.
“ Come now, M r. Ames,” said the reporter, “ you say your favourite
book has not been written and cannot be written. How can we print
that? Your public will be disappointed. They want you to have a favour
ite book. Your favourite book is their favourite book. This is a front
page story. Everyone will read it. You must have a favourite book.” He
was getting weary and annoyed with this interview. The man was diffi
cult. He was uncommunicative about his likes and dislikes. He refused
to discuss his best-selling novels. Now he had stated that his favourite
book could not be written. This story should be worthy of a by-line. It
wouldn’t be printed at all if this was all the information the author could
give him. In addition to this harassing situation, there was a deadline to
be met in a few hours.
John Ames had dark, penetrating eyes. He had fastened his gaze
on the top of a sky-scraper several blocks aw ay. The building had a
proud air of superiority and architectural beauty. Lighted windows re
vealed the pulsations of the edifice. The vital drama of the business world
was enacted behind these windows.
He looked at the reporter. He, too, was annoyed with this interview.
Reporters made him nervous and irritable. His honest opinions were im
material to journalists. They distorted his ideas with superficial sensa
tionalism.
"Y o u’re not interested in my favourite book, said the author. "You
don’t even know what interests the public. They don’t care whether I
drink one or two cups of coffee for breakfast. They don’t care which
side of the street I prefer. Furthermore, they’re not interested in my
favourite book.”
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"Look, M r. Ames,” replied the reporter cynically, "w e have to
earn our living. W e earn it by writing for the public. The public want*
facts. W e give them facts. They want facts of human interest. W e give
them facts of human interest. Now, all we want is a little co-operation."
H e sat back with an impatient sigh and lit a cigarette.
John Ames leaned forward in his chair and held his pipe in his hand.
“A ll right,” he said calmly, " I ’ll tell you what I think of book* and
stories.
“A story must live It must be vivid. It must reveal the situation with
natural perfection in every detail. You modern journalists are the worst
violators of this rule. You rush into an interview, you ask childish, trivial
questions, and you rush to your typewriters. You write what you think are
sensational "scoops” about the personal lives of people, such as myself,
who are merely trying to write as a means of self-satisfaction. You call
these garbled accounts "human interest stories.”
“ But, M r. Ames— ” interrupted the reporter.
"P lease let me continue,” said the author. “ M y favourite book has
not been written and cannot be written because no writer can achieve that
natural perfection we all strive for. The best writers approach it. I bow
to them in humble awe and sincere admiration. Musicians have almost
mastered it. In my opinion, their achievements in striving for natural per
fection are superior to those of all other artists. They convert their impres
sions into delicate, harmonious sounds. Their interpretations are expressed
in a universal language which borders on natural perfection. Painters re
produce life. Their art approximates that of musicians in natural perfec
tion. They use the language of colours as their key to vivid interpretations.
Poets strive for natural perfection in self-expression. They use the lan
guage of mere words with exquisite sensitivity. They combine the delicate
harmony of the art of music and the vivid clarity of the art of painting
with a powerful mastery of self-expression. Dramatists seek ‘to hold, as
’twere, the mirror up to nature.’ W riters use the language of mere words.
They struggle to approach natural perfection."
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In the office of the N ew York Daily Chronicle, the reporter stared
at the blank sheet of paper in his typewriter. He sighed and passed his
hand through his dishevelled hair.

j

The next day, there was a picture of John Ames on the front page
of the N ew York Daily Chronicle. The column beside the picture was
introduced by the following headline:
NO TED A U T H O R
T O S A IL SOON
The sub-headline stated the following information:
R E F U S A L T O E X P L A IN R E A SO N FOR
T R IP A R O U S E S R IG H T E O U S IN D IG N ATIO N
The column began:
New York, Feb. 2— John Ames, eminent author of three best
selling novels, is staying at the Biltmore Hotel here for a few weeks
prior to sailing for England.
M r. Ames intends to stay abroad for an indefinite period of time.
He refused to divulge the reason for his trip and intimated that he
had no interest in public opinion.
Meanwhile, it has been unofficially reported that this same author
was recently associated with a group which reputedly has direct con
nections with subversive activities in this city.
A critic who is well known in literary circles suggested recently
that Mr. Ames’ literary ability is degenerating. He spoke of the
author's style as being superficial and awkward.”

Lois B oast

The author leaned back in the chair. H e smoked his pipe and his
eyes wandered to the window again.
“ It has been said," he continued, “ that every time one reads a book
it is different, because the reader is a different person. There are many
books. I have enjoyed reading some more than others. M y favourite con
sists of the unwritten pages containing the story of the natural depth of
living. It is non-existent."
The reporter shifted his feet impatiently and crushed out his cigarette
in an ash-tray. He stood up and walked heavily across the room to the
door. H e opened it, skipped out, and closed it quietly behind him.
[ 32 ]
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this situation by holding Court, in the full meaning of that term, as little
as possible. Still the person of the King did mean something and the
R oyal prerogative carried more weight than it does today. The Court
was still a notable power in the land.

18th CENTURY COURT CIRCLES
In pursuing material for this paper the first book I read was T re
velyan's excellent “ English Social History" and you can therefore
imagine my chagrin when I came upon the following paragraph while
looking for information about English court circles of the 18th century :" ‘The Court’ had been the microcosm and throbbing heart of Eng
land ever since the days of A lfred, through Norman and Plantagenet
times, through the spacious days of Henry and Elizabeth down to
Charles I I ; his Court was not only the scene of much pleasure, liberty
and scandal, it was also the centre of patronage for politics, fashion,
literature, art, learning, invention, company-promoting, and a hundred
other activities of the King’s eager subjects seeking notoriety or reward.
But after the Revolution the glory of the Court grew dim. Neither the
political position of the Crown, nor the personal temperament of those
who wore it was the same as of old. Stern W illiam , invalid Anne, the
German Georges, farmer George, domestic Victoria, none of them de
sired to keep a Court like Queen Elizabeth’s. Henceforth the court
was the residence of secluded Royalty, pointed out from afar, diffi
cult of access save on formal occasions of proverbial dullness. Patronage
was sought elsewhere, in the lobbies of Parliament, in the ante-chambers
of Ministers, in the country houses of the pleasantest aristocracy in the
world — finally in an appeal to the educated public. This decline of
the Court had many consequences, direct and indirect, on English life.
It had no analogy in contemporary France, where Versailles still drew
men like a magnet, and impoverished the life of chateau and province.”
I am afraid that I find myself in no position to argue with M r.
Trevelyan and consequently this was not a very propituous start for my
research. Y et the answer to this search for the “ missing court circles”
must lie somewhere, and it seems as if the solution could be found in
two directions.
The urge for power, or even contact with it, has been natural to
men of any age. The person of authority invariably finds around him a
circle of friends, admirers, followers and just plain yes-men. During the
18th century power swung decisively from King to Parliament and con
sequently these circles also crossed over. Due to inherent desires, the
monarchs of the period, as M r. Trevelyan points out, further added to
[ 34 ]

W hat had happened was that its society became smaller and more
compact. Admission to the King’s inner circle became more difficult,
and for that very reason probably more desirable. And though this
statement should be somewhat modified by the fact that many of the
English nobles were not particularly interested in the Teutonic Hannoverians as social leaders, positions in the court were still a greatly
sought favour.
Yet what had happened to that mass of lesser and greater nobles
who had clustered around the courts of earlier periods? It is impossible
to imagine that as a class they had completely disappeared from the
face of the nation. Rather they had spread throughout the land, remain
ing in their beautiful country homes for the greater part, coming down
to Bath and London merely for the “ season” and spreading their wealth
and culture around during the remaining portion. In one sense the court
circles had tightened and almost closed, while in another they had be
come diffused throughout England.
Consequently the life of English society must receive serious con
sideration in any discussion of the court circles of this period.
The A ge of Anne inaugurated a long period of content and busi
ness prosperity. Though the country was almost constantly embroiled in
foreign wars peace reigned internally, and except for the two Scottish
uprisings of 1715 and 1745 the nation lay undisturbed. The end of
feudalism had really brought with it an end of the citizen army and as
wars were now fought mainly by small professional forces the nobles of
England turned their pugnacity to politics, bringing with it the intermin
able struggle for power between Whigs and Tories.
The rise of business had also affected a change in the complexion
of the aristocracy. By inter-marriage and purchase these people joined
the tided nobles, bringing with them money, and, surprisingly enough,
culture and learning.
These two factors did much to alter the face of the nation. As the
constant danger of attack disappeared and the desire for “gracious liv
ing ’ grew, the Mediaeval castle, with its magnificent exterior but cold,
dark and gloomy living quarters, began to give w ay before the more
pleasant Queen Anne and Georgian houses. These fine country homes
surrounded by large farms, specially planted beech woods and walled
gardens appeared throughout the country. Large windows and well
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lighted rooms became the fashion, while inside beautiful panelling was
beginning to replace the old tapestries.
The aristocracy was buying out the small freeholder and improv
ing the land. Crops became more plentiful and stock increased in both
size and numbers. Y et the greatest improvement came in the houses
themselves as “ simplicity in elegance” held sway. Foreign art was im
ported in great quantity and the nobles vied with each other in their
collections. The products of native writers and artists also received great
help at the hands of this enlightened aristocracy.
Y et it must not be supposed that these gentle pleasures sufficed to
satisfy the demanding tastes of the gentry. Gambling and drinking be
came national vices, and one could add almost national pastimes. Tre
velyan remarks that although it might be hard to prove, the term drunk
as a lord" may well have originated during this period. A le remained
the national drink during the earlier portions of the age but by the time
of George II gin for the poor, and wines for the upper classes reigned
supreme. The Methuen treaty by which the heavier Portugese wines
were given duty preference over the lighter French ones did much to
make gout the occupational disease among the English aristocracy. One,
two and even three-bottle men ruled the land, and it says much for the
nation that though often unsteady these hands safely steered the ship
of state.
An interesting sidelight on the drinking habits of the upper classes
is shown by the proviso of the Mutiny A ct which stated that Courts
M artial could only take place before dinner — as after that meal too
many judges were so drunk as to be unfit to render judgment.
Gambling of every kind was also prevalent, among the ladies as
well as the men. Huge fortunes were won and lost on the turn of a card
or wheel. Betting on the most fantastic occurances was the rage, greatly
to the profit of men such as Richard “ Beau Nash who lived from the
profits of such senseless deeds as riding naked on a cow through some
small village.
Nash himself can well be taken as illustrative of the spirit of his
times. A man of uncertain parentage, he had tried law, learning and
soldiering before finding his proper niche among the society at Bath.
This place had been drawn to the attention of society by a visit from
Queen Anne in 1705, but it remained for Nash to bring it to its place
of social eminence.
He became Master of Ceremonies and ruled the town with an
iron hand, well sheathed in silken glove. His improvements drew the
gentry to its watering places and once there his rules of conduct were
impressed upon them from whence they spread throughout the land.
[ 36 ]
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Nash forbade the smoking of pipes in public places, he prescribed
the correct dress to be worn and society governed itself accordingly. It
was not until the rise of Fox that the careless manner of dress returned.
The Beau taught the people manners, and they sorely needed such
instruction.
It is greatly to his credit that the wearing of swords was forbidden
at Bath, bringing about a gradual abandonment of this habit through
out England. T ill Nash s time side arms were a mark of the gentry, and
needless, and often disastrous duels took place almost daily. Now a
cooling off period was provided as the weapons were not available im
mediately, and many quarrels were healed when viewed in the bright,
and painful, light of morning.
Horse racing and hunting were favourite sports, not only for the
lure of gambling but also due to their intrinsic pleasures. Hunts were
organized, and society spent much time riding behind the pack. Cricket
and football were also becoming popular among the aristocracy and by
bringing together nobles and commoners did much to create a bond be
tween them.
The ladies joined their men in drinking and gambling, but as the
age progressed, bringing with it ever increasing wealth, leisure became
almost enforced upon them. They were not to do any domestic work if
possible and Jane Austen s “ Pride and Prejudice” illustrates the scorn
with which any activity was held, the manner in which Mrs. Hurst and
Miss Bingley hold Elizabeth Bennett in contempt for nothing more than
taking long walks offering a good example.
Some relief to the drinking habits came with the rise of the famed
“ coffee houses." These became the contemporary equivalent of the pre
sent day English clubs, and the tea, coffee and chocolate drinking in
them did much to popularize these beverages at the expense of alcohol
in all its various forms.
The improvement in inland navigation and roads made travelling
easier and more pleasant. Long journeys could be undertaken with ever
increasing ease and lessening danger as the age progressed. And this
local travel awoke an urge for further fields. Soon the continent was
swamped with English Nobles taking the Grand Tour. In 1785 alone
the number of Englishmen travelling through Europe reached the amaz
ing total of 4 0 ,0 0 0 including masters and servants. This had its effect
on the whole of Europe as hostleries were altered to suit tire tastes of
the visiting “ milords.”
The chief amusements of society during the season, aside from
their gaming, were the masquerades and ridottos or assembly dances
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such as were held in the Pantheon on Oxford street, which was opened
in 1770, V auxhall or Ranelagh. Here the men and ladies of fashion
paraded in all their glory, yet even the beautiful V auxhal Gardens were
no more the haunt of peaceful lovers than of young rakes on the look
out for horse-play.
These parades of fashion must have been quite a sight to behold,
for both men and women dressed with the greatest of care and dandy
ism. On special occasions men wore dresses costing as much as 500
guineas, and a waistcoat alone might run upward of 50 guineas. The
greatest extravagance existed among a group of young people known
as the “ Macaronis,” who wore masses of hair, tiny hats and tight fit
ting clothes, carrying huge walking sticks with long tassles. It was for
tunate for England’s gentry that Fox became so imbued with the de
mocratic spirit of the French revolution that he started a return to the
simpler and more comfortable styles. T ill that period, however, foppish
ness and superficiality were the rule, and this was rendered all the more
objectionable by the drinking habits and foul language of even the great
est “ gentlemen.”
The marriage relationship of the period is rather interesting, offer
ing as it does a complete paradox. The marriage bond was very strong
and seldom broken. In the whole reign of Queen Anne we have record
of only six divorces taking place. Y et at the same time infidelity pre
vailed, and though they would never think of divorcing their wives, many
of the nobles, including royalty, kept mistresses, often quite openly in
view of their legal wives. Though monogamy was officially the rule,
concubinage was quite openly accepted among the aristocracy.
This then was the life of the aristocracy who formed the larger,
or outer, court circle of the 18th century and basically the modes and
manners of the inner court differed little, except perhaps in their greater
dullness and stupidity. The love for art and fine music, excepting per
haps the works of Handel among the Germanic Georges, was not as
prevalent among royalty as among the nobility and consequently patron
age for it came from the latter group in contrast to the situation of
earlier periods.
Like the nobility. R oyalty loved its pomp and fripperies and ex
hibitions such as the public showing of George IV behind a latticed
window shortly after his birth show a spirit quite distasteful to the 20th
century mind. The “ children’s salons” held by his mother offers an
other similar example.
Some attention must now be given to the four personages who sat
on the throne of England during this period, W illiam can well be neg
lected as his death came during the opening years of the century. Of
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these four, two, Anne and George III, were narrowly English, while
the other two Georges were just as narrowly German.
On ascending the throne in 1 702 Anne assumed a stand quite dif
ferent from her Dutch predecessor. As she claimed in her first speech
from the throne she was “ entirely English.” W e may well add that she
was just as entirely Tory, and just as entirely Anglican. It has been
claimed that she went through life with three ambitions: to be Queen,
to favour the right wing of the church, and to give her husband George
high positions. To these may be added a fourth: the desire to satisfy
her favourites.
She attempted to fulfill all of these but due to circumstances beyond
her power was unable to fulfill the second. Her husband had been dis
missed by Charles II with the statement: “ I have tried him drunk and
I have tried him sober but there is nothing in him,” and
thiswas asin
gularly fitting characterisation. The Queen attempted to have him made
commander of the combined European forces, but he was totally in
adequate for the task and the position was assumed by the able Duke
of Marlborough.
Marlborough was a moderate Tory but a man well above party
strife when his country was concerned. He had been left in command
by W illiam upon the latter’s death and along with Godolphin formed
the ministry during the first portion of Anne’s reign.
A s stated earlier, Anne had a great penchant for favourites and at
this time the role was ably filled by Sarah Churchill, Lady M arl
borough. It was largely due to this influence that the Duke maintained
his power, and it is extremely fortunate for the country that this situa
tion existed. Marlborough conducted the war of the Spanish Succession
with ability, and seeing the anti-war attitude of the Tories, gladly
accepted the support of the Whigs.
In 1708 Harley and St. John attempted a return to Toryism and
proceeded to do this by installing A bigail H ill, later Lady Masham
into the court. The stratagem failed and the two men were dismissed
along with other Tories, leaving a W hig ministry and parliament in
power. This situation was, however, only temporary and under the prod
ding of her new favourite and a general reaction throughout the coun
try, Anne returned to her Tory ways, dismissing the General and the
Treasurers, as Marlborough and Godolphin were known, and installing
H arley and St. John in their place.
It is true that all these changes had taken place due largely to the
altering tone of the country. A t the same time the importance of the two
women, the Duchess of Marlborough and L ady Masham, must be
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stressed. Queen Anne was greatly dominated by them and their in
fluence affected almost all her actions. Her friendship with them borders
almost on love, as the “ Mrs. Morely-Mrs. Freeman" correspondence
bears out.
She dominated her husband George completely and loved him
greatly but this very love made her incapable, or unwilling, to see his
many weaknesses. Her Tory views held sway over his basically W hig
ones, and when a vote was called on the “ occasional conformity" mea
sure it is recorded that he v/inked at one of the W hig lords and offered
him encouragement while dutifully following the Tory members on
every division.
The A ct of Succession assured England a protestant king. But it
assured his reign, probably quite against his wishes and definitely against
far better claims by other pretenders. George I was a Hanoverian first
and foremost. He did not speak English, and did not wish to, and his
new country appeared to him largely as a place from which riches might
be extracted. He was ignorant of English institutions and quite unwill
ing to do anything regarding this ignorance. W e may criticise this lacka
daisical attitude, but we must at all times keep in mind the fact that it
was mainly George’s carelessness which led to the creation of the office
of Prime Minister and consequently to the development of Cabinet gov
ernment as we now know it.
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W ith the ascendance of George II many expected that W alpole’s
rule was at an end. W hile Prince of W ales the new King had strongly
disapproved of the Prime Minister and had gathered about himself a
group of W higs discontented with W alpole’s leadership. The latter,
however, knew how to deal with the situation. B y bribing the King
with a larger offer of salary than that proposed by his opponents, he
was able to remain in office. Later with the help of George’s clever wife
Caroline of Anspach, he was able to maintain this power.
Caroline was an amazing woman. She and her husband loved each
other greatly, yet it never occurred to George that he should stay faith
ful under such circumstances. Caroline submitted to her husband’s
boorishness. She buried her pride and accepted the mistresses which he
brought over from Europe. She even managed to bear his constant nag
ging and constantly deferred to his wishes in private matters. Yet, with
out his knowledge, Caroline ruled her husband firmly. She had the
ability to install ideas into his head, ideas which he was firmly con
vinced were of his own making. And it was due to this ability that W a l
pole remained in power. He had a noble ally in Caroline.
The household of George II was not a happy one. Besides the
husband s faithlessness both he and his wife detested their eldest son
Frederick, Prince of W ales. The latter spent most of his time in Leices
ter House and maintained that place as a centre of social gayety, wit
and fashion, much more so than the actual court at St. James. The
palace itself could never really have become the social centre of the
country due to the dullness and ill manners of its master.

George I was a man of 54 when he ascended the throne of Eng
land. H e was strictly moral when his w ife’s affairs were in question
and had no hesitation in having her imprisoned when she committed
adultery with a young Swiss officer to escape her husband’s dullness.
T hat was enough morality for George and he himself brought over two
mistresses to England. He had a penchant for ugly women and these
two were ugly enough to satisfy any taste. The great fat von Kielmansegge, became the Countess of Darlington upon her arrival in England,
though she was soon known as the Elephant throughout the land. V ariety
was provided by the Maypole, or von der Schulenberg, whose English
title was Duchess of Kendal.
These two ran the court and immediately commenced a brisk
trade in patronage, a fact which, added to George’s general ignorance
of English manners and mores, made the king extremely unpopular.
A ctual power in the land throughout this reign rested in the hands
of Robert W alpole, who had risen to the position of Prime Minister.
W alpole was a gross material man who loved power for its own sake.
He had little belief in virtue and, quite rightly, claimed that any man
has his price when referring to his opposition. In spite of these faults he
was an able and far seeing leader, who foresaw the coming of responsible
government and quickly retired when he lost support of the House.

Their successor, the grandson of George II, was something quite
different. Stupid he might have been at times, but at least he was
definitely English and quite set on ruling the country himself. During
three generations the Hanoverian roots had become firmly implanted in
England’s soil and although the family name was not changed to W ind
sor till the time of the fifth George, a century and a half later, the truly
native line of monarchs starts with George III, who ascended the throne
in 1760, following the death of his grandfather. Coming to power under
such conditions was a great benefit for the new king, unlike his ances
tors he was no longer faced with the stigma of being foreign and many
who had earlier supported the pretenders on just those grounds now
eagerly turned to the legal monarch.
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This then was the picture of the first two Georges. Both were ugly
men, gross in their manners and mode of life. Neither knew much of
the English morality and hence many of their acts were considered as
outrightly offensive by their new countrymen. They were both quite stu
pid and consequently were quite satisfied to let others rule their new
domain.
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George III was only 22 when he came to the throne. His father,
Frederick, had died while George was still a boy and consequently he had
been brought up by his mother and a series of tutors. The most notable
of whom was Lord Bute, reputedly a lover of the Princess of W ales,
George’s mother.

sors and still had the characteristic Hanoverian obstinancy. This was
a great misfortune as there is really nothing worse than an obstinate and
pious man whose zeal has become misdirected. Acted upon by men such
as Lord North, he pursued a course of action which cost Britain a large
portion of her Empire, whereas greater prudence might have prevented
this loss.

These two had instilled in him a desire to be King in the full
meaning of that term. The mother continually urged him “ George be
King,” meaning a king of the despotic absolute sort to be found in the
little courts of Germany where the Princess had been brought up, and
from whence came her ideas. From his tutor he had learned the political
philosophy which Viscount Bolingbroke set forth in his essay, “ Idea of
a Patriot K ing." In this essay, Bolingbroke, who had become disgusted
with the corruption of the House of Commons which he could not break,
called for a reassertion of the royal prerogative so that the king could
control the house and government in the best interests of the nation at
large.
George consequently asked his former tutor, now the Earl of Bute,
to form a ministry. In an attempt to strengthen this government he took
over personal control of a party known as the “ King’s Friends.” Under
the corrupt system of rotten and pocket burroughs a large number of
members of the House were controlled directly by the King. By exist
ing custom these seats were usually awarded to supporters of the Minis
try. Now, however, George decided to use them as a foundation for his
own party. Disunity among the W higs enabled him to do that and he
managed to gain control.
The King had early fallen in love with Sarah Lennox, daughter
in law of Henry Fox. the first Lord Holland. But Bute fearing such
an alliance persuaded George to marry a foreign princess, and when his
mother added her weight to the argument the king acquiesced.
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A ll this leads us to suppose that life at his court was much quieter
and more decorous that at those of his predecessors. Like them, he kept
the Court closed fairly tightly, but while earlier the reason for this had
been mere disinterestedness with English society, George was naturally
quiet and preferred to keep his circle small. He had attempted to restore
kingly power but time was against him and his successors fitted more
and more closely into the accepted pattern of the constitutional monarch.

<•

This picture of the 18th century court offers a strong indictment
of the existing mores of society. But before rendering too harsh a judg
ment we must keep several factors in mind. In the first place our judg
ment can be made only on the basis of our own 20th century morality,
which taken by and large is extremely narrow in its views. Then again
nothing is easier than to exaggerate the delinquencies of the fashionable
world. It lives in the limelight; it has the means and the leisure of dis
sipation, and the doings of its rakes and ladies of doubtful reputation
will invariably receive more than a fair share of attention, so that there
is always a danger of confusing the normal with the exceptional. Whilst
making this provision one must add that the nobility of the 18th century
certainly did include a high percentage of rakes. But on the whole it is
probably true that there was a distinctly better moral tone in the days of
Anne than in those of Charles II, less vice and less open defiance of the
laws of decency and restraint, although there certainly was an increase
of brutality and coarseness.

On the whole George was a good man, in the full meaning of that
word. He was genuinely religious, extremely abstemious in all his habits,
and entirely decorous in his mode of life. In all respects he was different
from his predecessors. Unfortunately he was burdened with bad advi-

W e must also bear in mind that these men who appeared to waste
their time in frivolity or worse were not necessarily fools or idlers.
Bolingbroke in certain of his moods had all the semblances of a debau
chee; but he was also a brilliant writer, orator and politician. Chester
field, who seems to lay such stress upon the superficiality of behaviour,
was not the intolerable dandified hypocrite suggested by Dickens’ carricature of him, but a man of wide reading and artistic taste, and a wise
statesman in the bargain, as he showed while serving as Lord-Lieutenant
in Ireland. Even Sandwich, the apparently worthless libertine, was a
most assiduous and hard working secretary of state. Charles Fox, simi
larly, was not simply a gambler and spendthrift, and though it is re
puted that he lost as much as £ 140,00 gambling in his pre-parliamentary days, he was still a man of genius, a great debater and orator, a
great party leader, and also a man of wide culture.
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Y et Bute’s schemes came to no avail and after a short while he
was forced to resign. The country was ruled for the next 20 years by
a succession of coalitions, none of which was able to maintain power for
any length of time. During this period the whole shape of the Empire
had altered radically, and it was not until the ascendancy of the younger
Pitt that the situation was once more solidified as the New Tory party
took over the government. In all of these ministries the King s Friends
formed a strong faction and it was their union with the Portland W higs
that finally brought Pitt to power.
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A ll these men lived and loved freely. They enjoyed their leisure to
the extreme. And though the manner in which they partook these plea
sures might seem offensive to our delicate tastes we must at all times
remember that they ruled well if not always wisely, and it is in this
scale that they can be judged better and more fairly.

M. G. B irch w ood

NOCTURNE
"Grow old along with me,
The best is yet to be,
The last of Life . .

An old tongue in a dry mouth
fumbles, idly exploring the phlegm y tooth-gaps:
an old b ody in a co ld bed, twitching, d eca y s —
As dry leaves in a snow-time, the days o f my youth.
Taut lids, close gum m ed by the effluvia o f sleep,
sense the pressure o f darkness pulsing without;
over the Wasted pupils bright patterns flash,
strange reminiscences, cataract flickerings.
The throb o f a sponge-heart in barrier ears,
scaling degenerate, and the harsh rush
o f dead air through dying lungs —
these are the lonely echoes o f an empty night.
The fo rty days are draw ing to a close,
a paschal-flame the spirit gutters low,
the pale gleam quavers in the cup,
flares up, and passes with an afterglow.
A . W . R.
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discovery in detail — often some very important one may be merely
acknowledged in passing or, worse still, completely ignored while some
rather insignificant little blighter may intrude itself upon our attentions
instead. If such is the case perhaps you may wish to go over the ground
much more thoroughly for yourself — I hope you will. Some technical
terms may be new to you since some of the discoveries made then are
used only by specialists who have advanced far into their particular sub
ject fields today — we cannot all be astronomers royal or nuclear phy
sicists — but try to follow as best you can even though some terms may
stymie you temporarily. I hope, however, that you will find many old
friends on this cruise.

SCIENCE IN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
ENGLAND
The Eighteenth Century was a stimulating age in which to be
alive. It was a time when old beliefs were questioned and tested as never
before and when new avenues of thought and activity were explored
with a zest which the world had not seen since the time of the Greeks
before Aristotle. In Western Europe leading spirits of the period were
so active in attempting to sweep aw ay the cobwebs of ignorance and
the dust of superstition from the political and social standards of their
people that it became known as The Enlightenment. Their restless curio
sity and their irrepressible revolt against hoary dogmas may be summed
up in three key words — secularism, rationalism, and naturalism. By
secularism is meant a lively interest in this world and our earthly life,
as distinguished from the attitude of other-worldliness and a concentra
tion on the life hereafter. By rationalism is meant the attitude of con
fidence in the competence of the human understanding, confidence in
private judgement, as distinguished from reliance upon the dogmatic
authority of others. Finally, “ naturalism” is used here in the sense of a
belief in the natural order of things and events, of a faith in the intrin
sic orderliness of the processes of nature (including human nature),
without any magical or supernatural interference. Humanism epitomized
the dominant spirit of the age. There was an intellectual atmosphere most
conducive to advances in science and even a most cursory survey of the
age confirms this fact. Although some research led into blind or decep
tive alleyways, fruitful hypotheses were framed which led to the estab
lishment of many new and important scientific facts. M any of these facts
are current knowledge today and we little realize how startling they
were to the minds of men at the time of their discovery. Throughout
high school we are exposed to some of these important elemental facts—
first through the medium of General Science and later perhaps in the
study of some more special science subject such as Biology or Chemis
try. In college the process may be continued — a process which can
grow increasingly fascinating as one grows more conscious of the tre
mendous scope of scientific knowledge and one’s own relative ignorance.
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In this hurried little excursion back to the activities of men of scien
ce in Eighteenth Century England it will be impossible to discuss every

M A T H E M A T IC S
W e will start first of all with the Queen of the Sciences — Pure
Mathematics (a Virgin Queen). In the Seventeenth century Newton
had been the great mathematician in England. Most of the important
work in English mathematics in the Eighteenth Century was occasioned
by the controversy over the proper interpretation of one of his brain
children — the fluxion rate at which a variable increases or decreases
at a given instant of time. Bishop Berkeley understood the concept of
fluxions well enough to poke fun at it in his book The Analyst; or a
Discourse addressed to an Infidel Mathematician. In general, consider
able haziness prevailed among English mathematical writers of the time
as to the exact nature of a fluxion. There was a widespread tendency
to confound fluxions with the differentials of Liebniz — who invented
the differentia] calculus — and to regard them as infinitely small quan
tities, though this did not prevent the notion of the fluxions of fluxions
from being used freely. In 1735 Benjamin Robins wrote a book on
fluxions in which the whole treatment is based on the conception of a
limit to which a variable can be made to approach within any degree of
nearness without ever actually reaching it. Later Brook T aylor made
important contributions to the pure theory of fluxions and to their physi
cal applications. Thomas Simpson managed to construct a theory of
fluxions without recourse to any infinitely small quantities,' in his New
Treatise o f Fluxions, (1 7 3 7 ) and applied them with great skill to a
wide range of physical and astronomical problems. The greatest of the
eighteenth century writers on fluxions after Newton, however, was the
Scottish Mathematician, Colin MacLaurin. You will notice that I am
considering not England alone but Great Britain too in this survey since
there are a number of “ braw Scotsmen” we cannot afford to neglect in
a tour of this type. M acLaurin’s voluminous treatise of Fluxions (1 7 4 2 )
was the first, and for a long time, the only rigorous and complete sur
vey of this branch of mathematics.
Little other important work in pure mathematics was done in Eng
land at this time though much very important work was done on the
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continent by the Bernouillis and Euler on The Calculus, Probability, the
general theory of functions and of infinite series.
M E C H A N IC S
Mechanics, the Queen’s less pure little sister, also made notable
advances during the same period. Mathematical analysis was increasing
ly applied to mechanical problems and systematized. Principles such as
the Conservation of Force, D’Alembert’s Principle, and the Principle
of Least Action were formulated. Progress was made with the study of
the motion of fluids, and of solids moving through fluids, carefully de
vised hydrodynamical experiments being carried out for the purpose. A
start was made with the Kinetic theory of gases, the pressure of a gas
being conceived as due to the impact of its moving particles, as con
ditioned by its density and temperature. In England, Benjamin Robins
investigated the path of a projectile under the influence of air resistance
and published his results in N ew Principles o f Gunnery (1 7 4 2 ).
A part from this, little original work in mechanics was done in
England during the eighteenth century.
A ST R O N O M Y
A nd now we come to the science of the Heavenly Bodies — the
study of Astronomy. Following the Renaissance great strides had been
made in the theory of astronomy and collection of data as well as in
the development of suitable instruments with which to observe celestial
phenomena. Copernicus’ heliocentric theory steadily superseded the old
geocentric scheme. Observational astronomy was advanced by Tycho
B rahe; and Kepler discovered the laws of planetary motion. Galileo
introduced the astronomical use of the telescope and with his knowledge
of dynamics countered many of the objections to the heliocentric theory.
Finally, Newton formulated the Principle of Universal gravitation from
which Kepler’s laws could be deduced.
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formulated by Kant, Buffon, and Laplace; and W illiam Herschel in
vestigated the system of the stars.
It is interesting to note the number of clergymen who became in
volved in scientific discoveries during the eighteenth century. Astronomy
had its share in the person of the Rev. James Bradley — Astronomer
Royal from 1742 to 1762. He studied and graduated at Oxford, but
spent most of his youth with his uncle, the Rev. James Pound, rector
of W anstead in Essex. From his uncle Bradley acquired an enthusiasm
for astronomy, and that skill in the use of instruments which marked all
his later work. The researches which Bradley carried on in collabora
tion with his uncle soon brought him fame and he was elected F. R . S.
in 1718 and Savilian Professor of Astronomy at Oxford in 1721. In
1725 began his fruitful collaboration with Samuel Molyneux, after
whose death in 1728 he divided his time between his lectures at Oxford
and his observations at Wanstead.
His most important contributions to astronomy arose as by-pro
ducts of an unsuccessful search for annual parallax in the stars result
ing from the Earth’s orbital motion. When he became Astronomer Royal
at Greenwich he renovated and re-equipped the observatory. His obser
vations on the Moon enabled him to improve the lunar tables then avail
able and he also refined the methods then in use for determining the
longitude of a ship at sea. Among the other things that he did were
some experiments on polishing mirrors for reflecting telescopes, he col
laborated on experiments on the length of the seconds pendulum and
on the construction of more correct refraction tables, besides being in
fluential in having England adopt the reformed Calendar in 1752.
Next in the Astronomical H ail of Fame we find the Herschels—
W illiam and his sister, Caroline. About 1766, W illiam began to take
a definite interest in astronomy and began to make himself a reflecting
telescope which he finished about 1774. W ith this instrument Herschel
embarked on an examination of the moon and planets, and later, on a
series of surveys of the whole visible heavens. He had been struck by
Galileo’s proposal for detecting stellar parallax by looking for periodic
changes in the positions of close pairs of stars one of which was brighter,
and bence probably nearer to the observer than the other. W ith this end
in view he began a search for suitable pairs of stars, of which he pub
lished a series of catalogues.

The eighteenth century saw a vast dynamic system of astronomy
built on a Newtonian basis. The results achieved were incorporated in
the M ecanique Exposition du S ystem e du M on d e Celeste of Laplace.
The problem of the motions of three mutually gravitating bodies with
special reference to the Sun, the Earth, and the Moon was studied. A t
tention was paid to the changes in the orbits of the planets due to their
mutual gravitational influences. Improvements were made in the methods
of equipping and mounting telescopes. The achromatic lens and the
heliometer were invented. The aberration of light and the mutation of
the poles of the earth were discovered. The mass, size, and figure of
the Earth were determined, and the variations of gravity over its surface
were studied. Various theories of the origin of the solar system were

This survey resulted in the discovery of Uranus, the first planet to
be discovered in historical times. Its discovery won for Herschel a Fel
lowship and the Copley Medal of the Royal Society, and what was of
greater consequence brought him to the notice of George III, who re
ceived him, and in 1782 made him ‘‘King’s Astronomer” with a salary
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of £ 2 0 0 .0 0 a year, on condition that he resided somewhere near W ind
sor and devoted himself to astronomy. He settled first at Dachet, but
soon moved to Slough. There he remained for forty years, leading an
outwardly uneventful life, until his death at the age of nearly 84, on
August 25, 1822. Although Caroline Herschel is remembered chiefly
for the devoted assistance which she rendered to her brother during a
collaboration of nearly fifty years, she also won distinction as an obser
ver on her own account by her discovery of eight comets and of a num
ber of previously unknown nebulae; and W illiam himself, although most
famous for his discovery of Uranus, did much other valuable work.
One other notable astrophysicist was John Goodricke, a deaf mute,
who studied the regular periodicy of light fluctuation in A lgol (beta
Persei) and conjectured that it might actually be a double star — a
fact later proved by spectroscopic analysis. He also worked on the
eclipsing variables (beta L yrae) and the Cepleids (delta Cepheid) —
types very important to recent astronomical work.
P H Y S IC S
The field of physics is immense today and was huge even in the
eighteenth century. Certain great men in the field of physics will be
found to have made contributions to more than one branch of it, and
may be met again in such sciences as chemistry. W e shall deal with
light, sound, heat and electricity in the same order. M any important
physical concepts were in their infancy then and many more were still
unconceived.
W e shall first examine new developments in the measurement and
theory of light in this century. Little progress was made with the theory
of light then because most physicists accepted some form of corpuscular
hypothesis, supposing the authority of Newton to be wholly on their side
and ignoring the part played by aetheric waves in his explanation of
periodic light phenomena. Those who adhered to the corpuscular or emis
sion hypothesis were anxious to see it established securely by direct ex
perimental evidence and a number of attempts were made to supply this.
It was argued that if light consisted of material particles in rapid motion,
it should possess a certain momentum which might be observed and
measured. Joseph Priestley devised an ingenious instrument consisting of
a fine wire having fastened to it at one end a very thin plate of copper,
at the other end a counterpoise, and in the middle an agate cup and a
short horizontal magnetized needle. The whole was mounted in a needle
point and placed in a box with a lid and front of glass. The wire was
set at right angles to the direction of the Sun by means of an external
magnet and light was then thrown on the copper plate by a two foot
concave mirror. The plate receded before the light until it struck the
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back of the box. The same thing occurred when the wire was reversed
upon its bearing. This effect was attributed to the genuine light pressure,
and from the numerical data of the experiment Priestley calculated the
amount of matter incident in the form of light upon one square foot in
one second. H e showed that at this rate the Sun would lose in weight
just over two grains a day, which, he computed would have shortened
its radius only by about ten feet since the Creation, assuming the Sun
to have the same density as water. It is now known that light actually
does exert pressure upon any material surface upon which it falls •— but
it is doubtful whether Priestley actually did measure light pressure with
his little gadget. Euler, the German mathematician, developed the wave
theory of light in opposition to the corpuscular theory and did some
work on the elimination of chromatic aberration in lenses. John Dollond,
a London optician, criticized Euler’s findings and through his own ex
periments devised the achromatic lens of crown and flint glass. Some
work in photometry was done on the continent by Bouguer and Lam
bert but nothing along this line was done in England. Thomas Melvill,
a Scottish physicist, did some pioneer work in spectrum analysis and
described the characteristics of the sodium flame. A most comprehen
sive text on Light was written by Robert Smith, Master of Trinity Col
lege, Cambridge, in his Compleat System o f Opticks which proved
very influential to studies in light.
The eighteenth century witnessed considerable progress towards
the establishment of acoustics as an exact science. The most important
experimental work in this field was carried out by Sauveur and Chladni;
and the leading mathematicians of the period also did their share. The
acoustical problems investigated were sufficiently varied, including those
of the nature of “ beats” and new methods of determining the pitch of
sounds, the propagation of sounds by means of membranes, rods, and
various kinds of gas, and the limits of the audibility of sounds.
The most notable feature of the scientific study of heat in the
eighteenth century is to be found in its experimental work in calorimetry.
Joseph Black took the lead in this investigation and his experimental
work was further developed by Levoisier and Laplace, who owed a
great deal to Black’s discoveries, though they appeared unwilling to
acknowledge their indebtedness. The eighteenth century also witnessed
the beginnings of exact measurement of thermal expansion, and the con
tributions made by Count Rumford to the study of the relation of heat
to work, though his efforts had to wait for their continuation crowning
success until Joule carried out his researches in the nineteenth century.
The idea of caloric was behind most experimental work in heat
at that time. It was used by many to explain the phenomena connected
with heating and cooling. The caloric theory was perhaps natural in
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physics in an age in which phlogiston was accepted by the chemists. But
it survived the phlogiston theory and dominated the theory of heat until
the middle of the nineteenth century. Joseph Black used this false hypo
thesis for a point of departure for his own work where it proved stimulating
to discovery.
Before Black s time it was commonly believed that the amount of
heat required to raise the temperature of any body was proportional to
the density of that body, or in modern terms, that the thermal capacities
of equal weights of all bodies were the same. Black became intrigued
with the results of one of Fahrenheit's experiments which led him to the
method of comparing the heating and cooling effects of other substances
with the heating and cooling effects of an equal bulk of water. This
method led to the modern system of specific heats. B lack’s best known
discovery, however, was that of latent heat to which he was led by the
study of fluidity.
He also did some experimental work on the supercooling of water.
A t this same time (1 7 5 7 ) a number of experiments were devised and
suitable techniques evolved to measure coefficients of thermal expansion
in different substances — Such men as T aylor, Ellicott, Smeaton, and
Ramsden were active in this enterprise with quite good results.
Towards the end of the century a very interesting gentleman be
came interested in the study of heat. He was Sir Benjamin Thompson,
Count Rumford, and his biography is the stuff that great romances are
made of. It was his discoveries in the practical applications of heat and
light, however, that are his principal claim to scientific fame. W hile en
gaged in boring cannon at Munich, he had observed with surprise that
very large quantities of heat were produced by the action of the boring
tool on the gun. The caloric theory explained this as due to the dimin
ished heat capacity of the metallic chips through the squeezing out of
their caloric in the process of boring, this caloric then appeared as sen
sible heat. Calorimetric measurements, however showed that there had
been no alteration produced in the thermal capacity of the chips as com
pared with the bar metal. In an experiment on the production of heat
by boring, which was performed in 1798, a brass cylinder was made to
rotate against a steel borer. The cylinder was placed inside a wooden
box which held eighteen and three-quarter pounds of water. This formed
a calorimeter since the amount of heat produced could be measured by
observing the rise in the temperature of the water. The temperature rose
from sixty degrees F. to the boiling point in two and three-quarter hours.
In Rumford’s words, “ It would be difficult to describe the surprise and
astonishment expressed in the countenance of the bystanders on seeing so
large a quantity of water heated, and actually made to boil, without any
fire.” He had demonstrated that the heat came from the mechanical action
alone . . . from it he evolved his theory as to the mechanical nature of heat.
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In the eighteenth century remarkable advances were made in the
realm of electricity — especially frictional electricity. Progress in this
field was necessarily very slow at first, since it was dependent on chance
observations uncoordinated by any theory. Every exact science has to go
through this earliest stage, but electrical science was the last of the prin
ciple branches of physics to outgrow it. It was not till well on into the
eighteenth century that it entered upon its second stage, which is charac
terized by systematic experimentation directed by hypothetical concep
tions. Early in the century Hauksbee noticed the phenomenon of “mer
curial phosphorescence” in mercury vapor under certain conditions and
developed a machine for generating static electricity by friction. In 1729
Stephen Gray experimented on the conduction of electricity and dis
tinguished experimentally between conducting and non-conducting mate
rials. He also did some experiments that anticipated electrical induction.
Some time later W illiam Watson and several other Fellows of the Royal
Society succeeded in sending an electric shock across the Thames. In 1747
they discharged a Leyden jar through an external circuit which in
cluded a wire across Westminster bridge, and which was completed
through the bodies of the three operators, two of whom dipped iron rods
into the river, 400 yards apart. When the circuit was closed all three
felt a shock, and it was found that the discharge was sufficiently strong
to fire spirit of wine. Watson improved the Leyden jar and also con
ducted experiments in an attempt to measure the velocity of an electric
current through a wire.
Benjamin Franklin who became a Fellow of the Royal Society
in 1756 and whose career was as varied as that of his compatriot, Count
Rumford, made some important contributions to electrical knowledge.
He believed in the existence of a single electric fluid pervading all bodies
in varying quantities. He explained the action of the Leyden jar in terms
of this theory and later developed a condenser, Franklin’s Pane, which
was a pane of glass coated with lead on both sides. His popular fame
as a scientist rests chiefly upon the experiments by which he succeeded
in proving that lightning is an electrical discharge. His famous experi
ment of sending up a kite in a thunder storm worked without killing him
in 1752. Shortly after that he developed a practical use for his dis
covery with the invention of lightning rods.
In the field of pure electrostatics the big names of this century were
Cavendish, Priestley, and Couloumb who was a Frenchman. Joseph
Priestley in 1767 published his History and Present State o f Electricity
with Original Experiments. He described in the first volume, the develop
ments in electricity up to his time. In the second volume he set out some
general propositions tending to systematize the mass of experimental
facts already brought to light and reviewed the current theories of the
nature of electricity. He made important discoveries in the field of con
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duction, for example, that carbon is a conductor of electricity. He noticed
oscillatory discharges in a vacuum and attempted to prove the inverse
square law of attraction and repulsion of charged bodies.
Henry Cavendish carried on most of his work in private and lived
the life of a recluse. In his experimental work he anticipated the modern
measure of capacity, compared the conducting powers of solutions and
partially anticipated Ohm’s Law by showing that the resistance of a
conductor is independent of the strength of discharge and he gave the
laws according to which a discharge divides itself into a number of con
ductors in parallel.
Coulomb carried the precise measurement of electrical charges still
further with his torsion balance which was sensitive enough for measur
ing even very small differences in electrical charges quantitatively. T o
wards the end of the century a number of electrometers were devloped
both of the pith ball and gold leaf type much like those now in use.
Salvanni and V olta pioneered in the field of current electricity and
by the turn of the century the Voltaic pile was beginning to be standard
equipment in the laboratory. In 1800 Carlisle and Nicholson decomposed
water by electrolysis and paved the w ay for Sir Humphrey D avy’s de
velopment of electrochemical analysis.
M ETEO RO LO G Y
The work of the weatherman became considerably more scientific
during the eighteenth century. Some of this was due to the refinements
which were made in the meteorological instruments available for use.
These instruments were the rain gauge, the thermometer, the barometer,
the anemometer and the hygrometer — all of which had been invented
and were in use before the dawn of the eighteenth century; however all
but the rain gauge were greatly improved. Fahrenheit, Celsius and Reamur developed the liquid thermometer as we know today and estab
lished their own thermometric scales. Henry Cavendish built a maximum
and minimum temperature thermometer which was improved and sim
plified by Daniel Rutherford of Edinburgh. Cavendish also devised a
registering thermometer, the first thermometer to make a continuous
graphical record of its indications over a given period of time. Anemo
meters measuring the force and direction of the wind became more in
tricate and dependable — both the liquid and the vane types. The subor
dination of meteorological theory and speculation to the claims of sys
tematic observation characterizing the latter part of the eighteenth cen
tury is noticeable in the M eteorologica l Observations and Essays of John
Dalton, the chemist. Besides describing various meteorological instru
ments he also published some significant tables summarizing observations
of barometric height, temperature, humidity, rainfall, and direction and
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strength of wind, which were made regularly during the years 178892 by Dalton himself at Kendal and by his friend Peter Crostwhaite at
Keswick.
Nothing in the w ay of regular weather forecasts were possible at
the time but side by side with serious text books and observational
records of meteorology, much ephemeral literature has survived in the
form of pamphlets describing exceptional atmospheric conditions, especial
ly when accompanied by calamities or prodigies, such as storms, floods,
rains of blood or of frogs, etc. Such pamphlets are often of interest as
preserving descriptions of weather vagaries of which there is no other
record.
In 1723 James Jurin, Secretary of the Royal Society, took steps
to develop international meteorological organizations. He appealed to all
who were disposed and equipped for the work to submit annually to the
Society the records of their daily observations and the readings of their
instruments; and he drew up careful instructions for their guidance.
From 1724 onwards observers journals were sent in, not only from
Britain, but from many parts of Europe, India and North America.
Some twenty years later Roger Pickering submitted to the Royal Soc
iety A S ch em e o f a Diary o f the Weather, together with Draughts and
descriptions o f M achines subservient thereunto. His schemes were not
very successful and successful meteorological societies were not estab
lished in England till the nineteenth century.
C H E M IS T R Y
A s the theory of caloric sparked much of the worthwhile experi
mental work in heat the phlogiston theory dominated much of the study
of chemistry during the eighteenth century. According to this theory all
combustible materials contained an inflammable element which was
given off during combustion, calcination, and respiration, and was ab
sorbed by the surrounding air. This inflammable element, or principle of
fire was called phlogiston. The phlogiston theory, in spite of its in
accuracy did useful work in rendering intelligible numerous chemical
phenomena.
Lavoisier eventually brought chemistry beyond the phlogiston stage
but a good deal of valuable work in the study of gases or airs occurred
before that. Stephen H ale, the botanist, had developed the pneumatic
trough method for collecting gases and Dr. Joseph Black, of calori
metric fame, had compared calcined and uncalcined magnesia airs.
The man who really laid the foundations in the study of gases
was Joseph Priestley, whose name has appeared before a number of
times in this survey, and whose interest in science in general was prob
ably the peer of that of any other Englishman of the age.
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Although he lacked scientific training his experimental genius more
than made amends for it. His first chemical researches dealt with what
he called “ fixed air" (carbon dioxide).
He put his fixed air to work by making soda water and set in
motion the machinery which has built up the pop and soft drink empires
of today . . . The navy used his invention on the sailors aboard the menof-wars in the hope of resisting the ravages of scurvy. In 1771 he studied
the respiration of plants and discovered their function in purifying the air
by absorbing carbon dioxide from the air and restoring oxygen to it.
His chief endeavours were directed to the discovery and study of new
airs or gases. In 1772 he isolated nitrous air (nitric oxide) and examined
its properties. He also collected Marine acid air — H C I — over mer
cury and to this new method he owed many of his discoveries in pneu
matic chemistry. In 1 773 he discovered by its means alkaline air (ammo
nia) and in 1 774 vitriolic a cid air (sulfur dioxide).
His most important discovery was that of dephlogisticated air,
later known as oxygen, in 1774. He announced it to the R oyal Society
by a letter which was read to its members on M ay 25, 1775. In this
letter Priestley gives an account of his experiments on heating various
substances by means of a burning lens and collecting the airs evolved.
H e says that he observed that different substances yielded different kinds
of air by this method, “ and the most remarkable of all the kinds of air
that I have produced by this process is one that is five or six times bet
ter than common air for the purpose of respiration, inflammation, and,
I believe, every other use of common atmospherical air.” When Priestley
inhaled some of the dephlogisticated air his breast felt peculiarly light and
easy for some time afterwards — hence his subsequent suggestion that
dephlogisticated air might be of use in the treatment of lung diseases . . .
Priestly applied his knowledge of electricity to chemistry and introduced
the analysis of a gas by exploding it electrically with oxygen. T o the end
of his days he was a supporter of the phlogiston theory even after Lavoi
sier published his findings.
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GEO LO GY A N D P H Y S IC A L G E O G R A PH Y
In the field of geology and physical geography English scientists
did valuable work. John Michell's Essay on the Causes and Phenomena
o f Earthquakes, which he published five years after the catastrophic
Lisbon earthquake of 1 755, was the beginning of scientific seismology.
On the continent Buffon developed some interesting theories regarding
the age of the earth and good work in palaontology was also done. In
the realm of physical geography, James Hutton brought out a Theory of
the Earth, or An Investigation o f the Laws observable in the Compo
sition, Dissolution and Restoration o f land upon the Globe in an ad
dress before the new Royal Society of Edinburgh. He suggested that
the Earth’s interior might contain “ a fluid mass, melted, but unchanged
by the action of heat.” He also noted the work of water in the processes
of erosion and land building. Hutton’s friend, John P layfair, helped to
spread his ideas in his Illustrations o f the Huttonian Theory. H e also
contributed some original ideas of his own the most important being the
geological function of glaciers. Sir James H all, another of Hutton’s
friends and the father of experimental geology, boosted Hutton’s theoiers still further against the attacks of the Wernerian Neptunists.
The work of eighteenth century geographers is probably reason
ably familiar to most of you. Geographical exploration was carried on
extensively. Individual travellers and organized expeditions explored
A frica, A sia, North America from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and the
Pacific Ocean and its coasts. The dominating figure among the numer
ous explorers was Captain Cook. Some progress was made in geodesy
and cartography.
BIO LO GY
In the Biological Sciences, improvements were made
tion and nomenclature. Advances were registered in the
morphology, anatomy, and physiology of both plants and
in the study of embryology. Above all. Hales introduced
of experimentation with plants and animals.

in classifica
study of the
animals, also
new methods

Another great English chemist was Henry Cavendish, brother of
the third Duke of Devonshire who had the reputation of being “ the rich
est among the learned, and the most learned among the rich" of his
generation. He devoted himself to chemical and physical research. In
chemistry he was concerned with the various airs — Inflammable air
was his name for what was later called hydrogen and around this gas
was centered his most important work. H e formed water by sparking
hydrogen and oxygen together and suggested that water consists of deph
logisticated air united to phlogiston. H e also analysed the atmosphere
into its component parts with considerable accuracy.

The greatest botanist in eighteenth century England was Stephen
Hales, the father of plant physiology. He did some work in animal res
piration before becoming interested in plants. In 1727 after considerable
work Hales’ Treatise incorporating his results up to date was published.
This treatise ranged over the whole field of plant physiology — the pas
sage of water through the plant, its perspiration from the leaves, the role
of water in the nutrition of plants, the part played by air in the economy
of the plant, etc. He did some experiments on the expansion of various
parts of the leaf during growth and drew attention to the place of the
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leaf in plant nutrition and even advanced the startling suggestion that
light might be important to the physiology of the plant.
Priestley’s discovery of the implications of plant respiration was
reported in the chemistry section. Horticulturalists began to find out
about the bees and the flowers and to use their findings to develop new
improved varieties by selective breeding and useful hybrids which in
creased the quality and yield of vegetable products. Richard Bradley in
his work N ew Improvements o f Planting and Gardening published in
1717 devoted a large section to pointing out the significance of the
sexuality of plants and outlined some workable techniques for the plant
breeder.
Zoologists of the eighteenth century made a little progress in clas
sification under Linnaeus’ efforts but were also content to do other work
as well so that important progress was made in the study of anatomy,
morphology, and physiology. Considerable interest was shown even in
such philosophical or speculative problems as those of vital or distinct
from mere physical Vitalism and Mechanism, which were not particu
larly helpful in advancing the scientific work of the zoologists concerned.
Cuvier and Buffon were big names among the continental zoologists. In
England Henry Baker, a bookseller, undertook the experimental study
of hydra in order to ’’display before mankind a new instance of the amaz
ing power of the Creator.” James Logan in his studies of embryology
drew parallels between plant and animal reproduction. Stephen Hales did
some excellent quantitative research into animal respiration and the phy
siological processes connected with it. The old idea of spontaneous genera
tion of living from non-living organic matter was still quite popular although
in the previous century Redi had shown that the alleged spontaneous gen
eration of flies from organic matter could be explained by the presence, in
the said organic matter, of eggs laid by other flies. The most important
eighteeth century defender of spontaneous generation was John T . Need
ham, an English Catholic Priest. He carried out a series of experiments
quite like those of Redi.
John Hunter, the great surgeon, had an absorbing interest in the
comparative study of animals of which he dissected about five hundred
different kinds. He formed a great collection of specimens designed to
exhibit the biological significance of their different organs. Among his
most famous researches are those relating to the electric organ of the
torpedo fish, on the air sacs of birds, and on the structure of whales. In
1799 the British Government bought Hunter's collection and presented
it to the Royal College of Surgeons of London, where it forms the
Hunterian Museum.
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gy and in morbid anatomy. Some new medicaments were introduced,
and a beginning was made in the remedial use of electricity. But the
most striking of all was Jenner’s study of smallpox, and the introduction
of vaccination. The Hunter brothers, W illiam and John, and their
nephew, Matthew Baillie, composed the most illustrious family in Bri
tish medical circles during the eighteenth century. They were all Scots
men. Matthew was trained by his uncles and developed a profound in
terest in the study of morbid anatomy, in which field he produced work
of outstanding merit.
John Hunter was one of the most outstanding personalities among
the biologists of the eighteenth century and was a famous surgeon and
pathologist — a natural historian to whom the study of disease was but
a special aspect. To him we owe the attempt to make of medicine a
science to which the physician and surgeon can both contribute. He did
valuable work on the problem of inflammation and recognized its func
tion as a potential healer as well as killer in his A Treatise on the
B lood, Inflammation and Gunshot Wounds. He pioneered in the use of
surgical ligatures — successfully operating for popliteal aneurysm. His
elder brother, W illiam , was a great teacher of anatomy, whose own
anatomical work was of a high order — evidenced by his monumental
T he Anatomy o f the Gravid Uterus and by his discovery of the absor
bent function of the lymphatics.
Edward Jenner gave to the world “ an antidote that is capable of
extirpating form the earth a disease which is every hour devouring its
victims; a disease that has ever been considered as the severest scourge
of the human race.” Once he satisfied himself scientifically that his vac
cine from cow-pox was effective against small pox he publicized his
results widely and was a strong advocate and defender of vaccination
for the prevention of small pox. His pioneer work with serums and vac
cines has led to many other similar controls over disease.

G eorge B. McClintock

M E D IC IN E
In medicine, considerable improvements were made in the clinical
training of students. Progress was made in the study of human physiolo
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G jl

" W h o is t h e th ird w h o walks always b esid e y o u ? "

Gleaming,
reflecting with a subdued glow the lights of autumn
(a wan sun in a clean-swept sky)
the scattered glass-bits glitter in the roadway.
A paper-bag,
I burst open, soggy now, spills trivial house-wrack
on the scarved asphalt.
Sausages, egg-slime and mixed-greens
trail along the trolley-tracks
into the Shadow,
the dusty spaces between the wheels.
Red smears brown in the sunlight,
crushed flesh quivers and a face,
stripped of humanity, blows bell-bubbles,
blood-flowers —
raucous gurling from a gored cavity.
The distant backdrop: muted crowd sounds
rise and fall and are obliterated.
Only the eyes remain,
the eyes of an idly passing girl.
She, in the mangled darkness,
in the strength of agony, has recognised
her Origin.

A. W. R.

Do you remember all those dusty, fusty, musty old books that used to
get in your mother’s way when she was cleaning house? Do you ever
wonder what became of them? They are all in the stack room. Your
mother sent them there because she had no further use for them. A ll
the poor, unwanted, and worn-out books from Chedabucto to Kitsilano
B ay are in the stack room. They have come as gifts. Thanks very much
— into the stack room with them.
Have you ever been in the stack room? Some time you must outfit
yourself in a pair of sturdy number nines (which naval ratings wear to
scrub down, paint ship, and chip the paint off again — ratings must
never be id le), then borrow Miss Oakley’s keys and head for the room
opposite T rib ’s lookout. Don’t open the door too gingerly or you will
have to postpone your visit for a week while the dust settles.
You have taken my advice and opened the door like the husband
homing at two ante meridiem: well, don’t just stand there, go on in.
After all, Miss Oakley does it at least twice a month, and without num
ber nines.
The first thing you see is Dr. Johnston’s Dictionary lying like
gritstone a-crumble next to a “vile whig” text. Is nothing sacred any
more? But don’t waste your time in the modern section, go ahead —
push on into that dim corner on the right. Careful not to step on Cy
Brandes as you go (No relation to George, but a second cousin to Schafnaburgensis.)
Slowly you make out great massy tomes carrying legends in the
language of antiquity (and only a handful of students writing matric
Latin this y e a r!) lying six to a five foot shelf. If you have had a parti
cularly good dinner (resident students, I suppose, may disregard,) you
can pry open one of the covers and discover a lecture by St. Francis of
Assisi, St. Augustine, or a dozen lesser saints. Science students will not
be interested, of course, but there are still a few Arts people around;
and think what a treasure these are for the divines. The stack room is a
gold mine for them, as there are all sort of long-forgotten (they hope)
tracts, articles, and commentaries on the Scriptures to be found here. But
perhaps I shouldn’t give away their secrets. Arts and Science debaters
take note, and the next time you are looking for a Skinner winner, go to
the stack room.
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Those old boys weren’t content to write a tome and quit; they
listed their volumes as Tom. 1, or Tom. 2, and so on; spread out over
enough space for a new Shed, you can see twelve such Tomi inscribed
CORNELIUS a Lapide, with sub-titles running from In Quatuor
P r o p h : m a i: to In Epistoli D. Pauli. These titles are self-explanatory,
but for the benefit of the Science boys I may explain that the whole is
a collection of letters from Cornelius to the ancestor of Jack Benny’s Mr.
Lapidus, and the titles, in free translation, say: “ Four Profs Quit in
M ay . . . Send Pistol-Packing (D am e) P au la.”
But what is this queer language on these loose papers accompanying
forty-eight yellow-bound volumes in the same tongue? It looks like
Egyptian hieroglyphics, but a second glance suggests Hebrew, and a
third makes you think you’ve found the key to the runes, or the tablets
of ancient Crete. Relax, son, those books, like the rest, came to Bishop’s
as gifts. If your mother can dump her dust catchers here, so can the
King of Siam, and that’s exactly who sent these. No one knows a thing
about them, not even the titles, but there they are. Does anyone know
the meaning of S I ? M aybe it’s Slobbovian for ‘Grittinks.’
You boys who study so hard in the common room may be in
terested in the Q u eb ec B rid g e Inquiry 1 9 0 8 ; and for the chaps who are
trying to find a dodge for that income tax due this month I recommend
Gordon’s D igest o f Incom e Tax Cases, for what N O T to do, at any
rate. Some of our graduating students will like a little volume entitled
M od ern Business; however, the date is obscured with green mould, so
it’s possible this may not be as recent as you would wish.
Apparently Extension Fund Campaigns were routine stuff around
here in the old days, for in one corner of the stack room you can see
a pad with the heading (dim ly discernible under the dust), “ W eekly
Report for Bishop’s University Extension & Endowment Campaign.”
The M anichaean H eresy, consigned to inner darkness by the Divinity
Faculty, may interest Browning students; and a 470-page book on the
Greek article, an intolerable deal of sack to so little bread, is a find for
the N. T . Greek class.
K la tsassan — sounds like a study in exotic romanticism; let’s see.
No such thing. The title-page elaborates: Klatsassan and Other R em i
niscences o f British Columbia, ( I ) by Rev. R . C. Lundin Brown, M .
A ., V icar of Lyneal-Cum-Codmere, (S alo p ).
A name like that is enough to send anyone packing. You should
have known better than to go prowling into the dark backward, anyway.
Careful as you go out — don’t slam the door; Miss Oakley has to go in
there still.
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QUEST
Amidst autumn’s motley multitude.
Queen among queens.
And beauty reigning over beauty.
One tree
With outward beauty incarnate
I sought and found.
From afar its blazing beauty beckoned.
P e r fe ct in hue.
Flaming with scarlet perfection.
The goal.
Like a sym bol o f man’s noble destiny.
What men should do and also be.
Their final aim.
Yet the crimson robe was sign o f death —
O f blighting frost.
Each lea f
P r o v e d imperfection in itself.
Corruption choked, while all as one
M a d e p erfect whole.
Thus must it be with child o f man.
Lord o f the earth,
Master o f creation. C od's elect.
Alone
Corrupt and mortal, base and mean.
Y et rising to undreamed o f heights
W hen man aids man.
C. Leney.

M. H. Stanley
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it, and it was so subtle that he could not even describe it to anyone. The
satisfied air, the self-assured tone of his voice, all irritated Eric. “How,
how, how, can a man have lived with others and still maintain such an
intense interest in his own petty self?”

STRANGE HOW IT IS
Eric flattened himself into the dampness of the over-green grass in
the hollow. “ Sm all relief,” he muttered, and rolled onto his back restelssly. Sullenly he stared at the unbroken blue oval of sky. Something bit
him underneath and he stretched round to scratch. A crow lit on a dusty,
unattractive bramble on his right. It said “ Caw, C aw ” importantly and
flew aw ay. “ Senseless crow,” Eric thought, “ thinks it’s really got some
place to go.”
But pretty soon he thought he’d better get moving himself, so he
trotted up to the house to get a glass of milk.
It was cooler in the kitchen. He spilt the milk and didn’t bother to
wipe it up. Carrie came in fussing. “ How could she waste the energy?”
But he drank the milk in silence and reflected that she was a good kid
really, probably just hot. Living with his sister wasn’t bad of course, she
was very decent to him, but there wasn't much to do out here in the
sticks, and since that pain-in-the-neck husband of hers had come home
from overseas, he felt rather like an intruder. Eric wondered where he
got all his conceit and airs. Y ou’d think three years in a prison camp
would take some of it out of him, show him how to live with people and
give him a little sense, but no! He still thought he was the only one who
knew how to live, the only one whose opinions were of any account. If
you didn’t leap out of bed at seven, take several deep breaths of the
morning air, and rush out to hoe the garden, you just weren t living. And
if you didn’t stay around and enjoy the quiet of home life you just weren' t
normal. And if you didn't talk about the books you’d read, it must be
that you just hadn’t read any. “ It's all very w ell,” reflected Eric, “ to
maintain such a vigorous view of life, but some of us simply aren t built
like that. And if I have other ideas why should he constantly lecture m e?”

Dan came in around supper-time and sank noisily into a chair to
take off his boots.
“ Pull these, will you E ric?”
He stretched, yawned obviously, and turning to C arrie: “Great d ay!
I accomplished an awful lot, too. Been down to the cow-barn helping
Pete, and then we stacked wood. Nothing like a good day’s work to put
you on top of the world. Keeps blood in your veins. That Pete’s not a
bad fellow, but lazy. Bet I stacked three quarters of that wood myself.
H e’s slow getting around you know. A wful to let yourself go like that.”
Eric lowered, and decided to leave. These were the sort of things
that bothered him about Dan. Pete was an old chap of about sixty, who’d
worked hard all his life and was still steadily keeping the pace. He
thoroughly enjoyed what he did and had things so organized that he could
tackle any sort of job with the least amount of effort and have it done in
half the time it would take a less experienced man. Eric knew Dan must
have flustered him, upset his plan. Probably upset the barn management
too by arranging things as he thought they should be rather than in the
most accommodative way. Eric knew that Pete tolerated but resented Dan’s
intrusion.
A fter supper he went up to the Ogilvies’. They were a pleasant
young couple who lived about a mile down the road. Joan was a cheer
ful merry girl ,who loved to see people happy and was deeply engrossed
in her husband. He was quiet, thoughtful, contented, and very apprecia
tive of all she did for him. Eric thought they were wonderful. They
listened when you spoke and understood. They took a simple joy in
their home and their friends that was evidently genuine. They had funny
stories to tell of their household and gardening difficulties, and if they’d
had a workman like Pete they would have respected his age, laughed at
his eccentricities, but they would have allowed him to keep them in peace.
They would have tolerated him, not because they felt they must, but
because they knew and liked people.

And Dan was a good deal as Eric pictured him. He did everything
over-energetically, as if he wanted people to admire the amount he got out
of life. W hen he sat down he informed everyone with a satisfied grunt
that he was "going to relax.” H e went to a few parties and had occasional
tennis with friends, but also made himself conspicuously absent from just
the right number, seemingly to impress people with the importance of his
own life compared to theirs. It seemed to Eric a deliberately planned psy
chological attack, and he resented it. A ll the more since he alone sensed

Eric saw Henry Ogilvie in the garden as he approached the house.
H e was carefully inspecting a bed of petunias. The petunias were an
utter mistake, because Henry asserted positively that he’d planted daf
fodils here, and the petunias were supposed to be over there beside those
big tall things he could never remember the name of. He stood up and
welcomed Eric.
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“ Joan’s gone into the house because of the mosquitoes. Follow up
and see what she has for you. I'll be right in as soon as I get this settled
with myself.”
W h at she had was a field mouse in a large wicker basket. A light
net was spread over the top, and the field mouse crouched in a corner
pretending to sleep. Joan surveyed him with pride, and informed Eric
that she’d caught him in the pantry at the back of the house.
“ H e’s such a tiny cute thing! Reminds me of Robbie Burn’s ‘W ee,
sleekit, cowrin, tim’rous beastie.’ But I only mean to keep it a little
while of course.”
Eric laughed, Joan gave him a piece of ginger bread, and they
sat in the kitchen by the field mouse and talked quietly to one another
till Henry came in. “ Everything’s peaceful and contented,” Eric thought,
and this brought his mind back to his own home and the atmosphere
around Dan.
Dan, Eric felt, must have been an awful one to live with in a
prison camp. “ H e's the type who would take food aw ay from a sick
inmate because he felt the fellow was bound to die anyway, rationaliz
ing his own selfishness," Eric thought casually, and as the idea further
struck home he decided that he would some day sound out Henry about
his brother-in-law, for Henry had been in the prison with Dan.
Though everything for the moment was pleasant, somehow he
couldn’t shake off the gloom. When Joan left in search of her knittingbag, he decided that this was the time to tell Henry about it all. Henry
listened and partly understood, but couldn’t suggest any solution.
“Some people are just made like that, and they can’t help it. It’s
their early environment too. Y ou’ve got to accept it, that’s a ll,” he said.
But naturally Eric wasn’t satisfied. He felt sure Dan must have
disgraced himself in some w ay, he was so utterly selfish and self-centred,
and Eric would get to the bottom of it. He was searching for a defence
against Dan though he didn’t realize it. Something that would assure
him he was right about the man so he would no longer need to feel
cowed by him. He hedged around.
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“ Eric wants to know if getting out of prison means we're to start
a new life over,” explained Henry rather bitterly.
Joan looked quickly from one to the other. “ People in prison act
a lot differently from the w ay they usually behave,” she said. “ They lose
control. It’s their primitive impulses coming out and just not their fault.”
Eric took the plunge. “ Did Dan ever do — anything in camp
that — that — he shouldn’t have?”
“ Like w hat?” sharply from Henry.
“ Like — why — anything.” The words rushed out. “ I know he
did. There’s no use denying it, he must have. H e’s so selfish he just
couldn’t have gone through three years without some sort of raw act.
M aybe he took food from a dying man, or . .
But he got no further. Henry was standing with his hands too
calmly laid on the back of a chair, his face set and his eyes a steely blue.
Joan was looking at Henry.
“ No,” Henry said, “ Dan never did anything to disgrace himself.
He was one of the best soldiers in camp as a matter of fact. Lots of
common sense and a cool head. I’m the one who disgraced myself. I
took a ration of meat and bread from a fellow, because I figured he was
dying anyway. If he hadn’t been so starved the doctors said later he
might have pulled through.”
Then Henry left, probably to get some fresh air and save them all
embarrassment. Joan looked at the ground and then at Eric. “ It’s a good
thing in a w ay,” she said, “ he’s needed to get that off his mind to
someone who had faith in him besides me.”
Eric looked miserably from the field-mouse to Joan and back at
the field-mouse. “ I don’t understand,” he said slowly, “ there’s nothing
consistent. I can sympathize now that it’s Henry, but I couldn’t if it
had been Dan. It’s all so odd. There’s just nothing consistent.”
For the first time the field-mouse perched on its hind quarters, its
paws poised daintily in the air. It almost winked.

M argot M itchell

“ I suppose they had some sort of code of honour among you fel
lows when you got out, something whereby you wouldn’t bear tales on
one another."
“ Y es,” said Henry, “ there was something of that kind.”
"Something about starting a new life over, is that it? ”
“ W h at’s this about a new life over?” asked Joan who just then
returned.
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“ I SAW TWO ENGLANDS”
With apologies to H. V. Norton
To anyone who has had the pleasure of visiting England within the
few years since the war, C anada must seem a paradise. How lucky we
are! W e not only live in a land of plenty, but in land of variety and
pleasure. Can we spare a moment or two to gaze across the sea to get a
glimpse of what is actually happening there in everyday life? How have
the English changed since 1939 when they were at their peak?
Some of you may remember England before the war. There were
tourists, business men, educationalists, clergy and professional people
streaming in and out, enjoying, damning; appreciating, ridiculing; study
ing and teaching as they went. Some of you are familiar with conditions
during the war. It is hardly fair to pass judgment, good or bad, at such
a time. And some of you may be familiar with post-war England. Though
I was there the past summer, I saw little. W hat I did see and experience,
however, enabled me to draw a contract to conditions as I saw them in
1938-39.
The substance of this article is not gathered from books, reports, or
papers, but is based on simple observations which I was able to make
both in 1939 and in the summer of 1948.
In 1939 things in England were much the same as they were here.
Some things were better and much more appealing, but others were the
reverse. Everyone seemed to be happy and busy in spite of the shadow of
the impending war which hung over them. One could go into any num
ber of their fine shops and buy practically anything one desired. Lon
don shop windows displayed the finest merchandise in the world. W hat
is more, and I would stress this point, if one had the money, any article
was his for the asking. A t the British Industries Fair I was able to get a
fair idea of English standards in the industrial field. The workmanship
was perfect. The products were first rate, but many of them would have
appealed to me more with a few corners cut off and a few curves put on.
Streamlining was little practiced on such things as cars, bicycles, house
hold utensils, and a hundred and one other things which we take for
granted here. I say they were of the very best — the proof of this is that
all sorts of things in use today in England were made in 19 3 9 or before.
The Englishman can buy very little new these days.
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The bookshops in England were filled with all the very best and
perhaps the worst in English literature, and the books were cheap. To
day there are fewer books; they are smaller because the paper supply is
limited, and the print is finer too, though the price is up. So we may say
the Englishman of prewar days was happy, free and — and — well an
Englishman. He was proud of his home and garden, proud of his coun
tryside and dialect; in all he was proud of his country. H e had a civiliza
tion which suited him. Proof of this was elicited in the years to follow.
People ask today, “W h at’s it like over there now?” or some may
say, “ Oh I think they can get all they want over there, really. They aren’t
so badly off as they are made out to b e !” Yes, and there are also those
who are sure skin-and-bones England is nearly starved out and with pursed
lips, tearful eyes, and upthrown heads exclaim “ How can they exist? how
can they do it? ” There are yet others who are guilty (if that is the word
for it) of no thoughts on the matter whatsoever. For these, this article is
chiefly written. W ell, what is it like over there now?
A good place to start is on rationing. The effects of shortages and
rationing on the English people must be many and varied. It seems to me
that only time and history can reveal the true effects upon the national
character. I cannot and dare not enter the field.
Husbands and would-be husbands in Canada are very virtuous men
who often volunteer to do a bit of shopping now and then. They go gaily
off to the grocery store and come home laden with baskets and bags of
precious, expensive food. I must accuse the Englishman of the category
of being less virtuous in this respect, and less happy on his return with his
small parcel of precious, scarce food. There is an excuse, however, and
here too I would draw the line. It is the housewife’s duty (and privilege)
to do the shopping and to look after the ration books and the money. It
has been suggested in a cartoon that there should be a medal struck
especially for the housewife. It is not a bad idea. The shops are worse
supplied than during the war.
M y wife and I (eager beavers) suggested that we might do the
shopping for our hostess one weekend. Time was valuable and we set
off early, in order that most of the morning might be free. First of all we
had to find the shop where our hostess was registered, passing ever so
many shop windows full of things I thought we needed. Instead of going
up to the counter and asking for what we wanted, we presented the cou
pon books and asked “W hat can we have?” The first counter offered
us cornflakes, cookies and a bar of soap. To pay for this we had to stand
in a long queue, and then return in another queue to pick up our parcels.
W e proceeded to another counter to present our ration books. There, with
our rations for six, we were able to get a tiny square of butter, a little
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more lard or fat, a little margarine, and an ’nth of a pound of cheese.
W e were allowed two slices of bacon per person, and with luck we were
able to get one egg each, the first our hostess had had for a month. A n
other queue, for payment, one more queue, and then we were on our w ay
to the butcher shop. There we were really in luck. W e had coupons for
a whole pound of bully beef, and what is even more surprising, the but
cher actually had some in stock. W e were also given a roast for six peo
ple, for a week’s supply. W e got the largest roast our hostess had had
since the w ar started, and you w ill be as surprised as we were to find
that it weighed three pounds. It was half a leg of lamb. Some things we
were able to pick up without coupons, but these entailed more queues. Oh
those queues. They are as horrible as the word is to spell. W e arrived
home tired out and ready for our delayed lunch. W e never offered to go
shopping again.
To augment these rations, which are little enough, the Englishman
has turned his garden of roses into one of peas, beans, tomatoes, potatoes,
(with or without the late blight), carrots, and anything that will grow.
Some roses still bloom in their old places but more have died from lack
of care, or have been removed altogether. It is strange to see a border of
carrots or beets or parsley backed by a second row of potatoes or toma
toes against the house. Some of these arrangements are quite artistic and
as the climate is suitable, new plants replace the used ones, and a more or
less continual crop is yielded. These crops are, of course, very small but
very precious. This preciousness was illustrated to me by an experience
early in my recent visit.
Having gathered what I considered enough peas from the garden
for a family meal, and having offered to shell them, I was amazed to
find several of the pods filled with grubs. These I promptly put by for
the garbage, and the rest I carefully saved. W hen I w as nearly finished
my hostess came gaily out to see how I was getting along. W ith a horrorstricken face she gazed at the heap I had found infested. I thought how
it must be turning her stomach, so I ventured to put her expression into
words. ’’W h y my dear boy,” she cried, “ you are thowing aw ay half
the peas." She left me, and I realized I should have gone through the
pods to find the unaffected peas. This I proceeded to do, feeling quite
ashamed of myself for being so wasteful. M y hostess returned, handed me
a knife and suggested that I might take out all the peas out of all the
pods, and where necessary cut aw ay the bad part of each pea, thus saving
the bulk. This was a tedious job as you can imagine, but in doing it I
came to realize how precious these garden greens were. W hy were these
few peas so valuable? W as it because without them the people would
starve? No I Emphatically no. They are not starving to death. They do
get enough to eat, but there is no variety. W hat would any of us think
of a ten year diet of potatoes and inferior bread with little or no butter.
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and few tasty things to help it down? W hat would we feel like if we
offered a child a banana and he refused it, not knowing what it was or
not caring for the flavor? How touched would we be if we offered a
child an orange to see him eat it skin and all as though it were an apple?
Conditions have changed somewhat now, however, and children especially
are getting more fruit. Cream? what is cream? Many can ask that ques
tion. Each person is allowed only three-quarters of a pint of milk a day,
to say nothing of cream. Sugar is scarce, and the Englishman has learned
to do without it in many things. To me, however, unsweetened plums,
blackberries, and especially gooseberries are extremely sour.
Porridge with toast and jam, perhaps fish for those who want it,
and a cup of tea make up the daily breakfast. Just by the w ay — the
potato flour turns into the hardest, most stubborn toast you could ever
imagine, but it is a change from bread, edible with some effort, and to
some extent nourishing.
Lunch might consist of salad, if the garden is good. Otherwise pota
toes, with one vegetable, and unbuttered bread make a wholesome meal.
When there is enough tea and milk, afternoon tea is served. Thin
bread, with very little butter, perhaps a baker’s cake and cookies make
up this affair.
Dinner is the meal of the day. Steaming hot potatoes and plenty of
unbuttered bread, vegetables and parsley, and a tiny thin slice of the
weekly roast constitute a dinner. Dessert of green grapes, plums, goose
berries or a pudding of some sort, with a cup of tea and cookies, is fol
lowed by coffee in the lounge.
One’s reaction to this report may be that “ they aren’t doing too
badly, after all. — They certainly get enough to eat, if they have that
every d ay.” The fact is, they do get that ev ery day. This has been their
diet for ten years. The same thing day in, day out. They are not as
animals, satisfied with a mere subsistence day after day. They need a
change, more variety. Instead of asking ourselves why we should send
food parcels to England, why should we not ask “ W hy n ot?” God
knows there are many to share our good fortune.
Not only in foodstuffs do these people suffer shortages, but also in
clothing, housing, heating and travelling. It is nothing to see people wear
ing the same thing that they were wearing ten years ago. They are patched
and repatched, but are still worn with an “ air.” In London, however, the
situation looks a little different. The ladies were especially well dressed,
in bright new colors, beautiful hats, brilliant spike-heeled toeless shoes,
the new look. Contrary to opinion in this country, the English woman on
Regent Street is far ahead in the fashion field. Of course these extreme
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fashions were overshadowed by the many thousand shabby ladies who
had given up their coupons for their children’s extras, or for curtains, tow
els or bedclothing.
English fashions for men are at the extreme too. I saw a most beauti
ful selection of men’s hats — velour felt in bright dazzling colors, red,
yellow, green, and even bright purple. There were some which were toned
down to wine, royal blue and tan, but they were certainly something new.
Suppose you were a Londoner and you had a bit of money to spend,
and you felt the urge to go on a shopping spree. O f course you would
head for Harrod’s. Along the w ay you would see many shops showing
exquisite articles of art, jewellery and china. Then you would pass by,
knowing that you might be able to buy them, but that they were not new.
You were looking for something really new! Upon reaching Harrod’s
you would be ushered in, walking upon deep plush carpets as you start
your tour of wonder. Tour of wonder indeed! The things on display
you’ve not seen for years. Your eyes would bulge and your heart would
throb with expectancy and delight. You would then enquire the coupon
demand, only to be told that the article you wished to buy was for ex
port, and must be paid for in dollars, not pounds. This is hard on the
Englishman, and he often feels a stranger in his own country. Tired and
disappointed you would find the tea room and seek refreshment. There
you would watch the world go by as you sip your tea and enjoy an egg
sandwich. You could sit for hours, and muse over your misfortunes, or
you could join your countrymen by getting quickly on your w ay, putting
your trust in the government, and hoping that by squeezing tightly now,
England may be set back on her feet financially in the near future.
W hat has happened to the Englishman himself, through all these
misfortunes and hardships? He has changed, though I cannot say exactly
how. London does not seem to change. There is still that same magnetism
about it. How wonderful it is to stand beneath the tower of Big Ben and
hear the long booms bellow beyond the embankment. It was wonderful
for me, for I had done the same thing ten years before. It made me sad
and thoughtful. Everything seemed the same this summer. The hustle
and bustle of the evening crowds, the Tower, the Thames and the clock.
I tried to reason how the people could have changed. I thought of them
now as happy, yet restrained. There is little frivolity and much serious
ness. Each man seemed conscious of his obligation to recovery. Each
felt satisfied not to get out of life all he felt he deserved, at the expense of
his neighbour. Each feels a thankfulness to God, whether he shows it or
not.
The Englisman is tired. He is waiting for the day of peace and
quiet. He longs for the evenings of comfort by a warm, non-grudging fire,
with a full-sized newspaper of peaceful news to read, and a happy, healthy
family to cheer him and prove to him that all has been worthwhile.

J. R. Bruhmuller.
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EXCHANGE

PAGE

During the past two months our exchange field has at last begun
to broaden and while we have received exchanges from several more
Universities tentative arrangements have been made with several others
including a large group in South A frica. Perhaps to these latter a few
political criticisms from a practicing Democracy such as Canada might
be very timely. Our plans to exchange with the larger New England
Universities unfortunately do not appear to be making much headway.
Perhaps the most important of the new Exchanges is a little yellow
booklet which we have received from Codrington Anglican Theological
College, which is in the Barbadoes. I suspect this issue was delayed in
the mails for, although it arrived after Christmas, it is dated for Trinity,
1948. Its importance lies in the fact that Codrington, founded in 1710
and blessed with a history very similar to ours, is one of the oldest Uni
versities in North America and is certainly the oldest in the W est Indies.
Their effort is a very coureageous one for, though the printing might be
better, they complain of high costs and strangely enough carry no adver
tising. Apparently a very small college, (they list only two dozen stu
dents in residence) they offer courses in Theology and the Classics and last
F all opened a Medical Faculty under an old M cGill man. W e wish
them the best of luck and hope to continue exchanging with them.
The “ R evu e de l" u n ie r s ite d'O ttawa" for October-December
'4 8 is as comprehensive as ever and amongst others offers a debatable
but stimulating article on the resurgance of Roman Catholicism in Eng
lish Literature. “ T he Path to R om e B eco m es a H ighw ay" cites such
diverse exponents as Johnson and Chatterton, Newman and C. S. Lewis,
Eliot and Hopkins, Chesterton, Belloc and Alfred Noyes — even Cole
ridge and Charles Lamb. The article avoids questions of dogma and
practice, concentrating as it does on aspects of faith and on religious
symbolism. It should make interesting if not too serious reading for some
of you from T he Shed.
“ O yez , O yez," the Journal of the Law School of U .N .B ., is
mostly devoted to local interests but contains a very readable article by
C. Hanson on Canadian Foreign Policy, stressing the unfortunate aspects
of our close tie with, and practical dependance on the United States
and pointing out C anada’s unpleasant but highly probable role, that of
a North American Belgium, should war ever break out between the
U .S. and the U .S .S .R .
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The Editorial in the January issue of the Leed’s Gryphon stresses
a good point. In answer to the charge that the magazine was carrying
too much Arts material and not sufficiently representing the S cience
faculties it points out that the fault lies in the failure first of the Science
and Technicalogical students to contribute as frequently as the Arts folk
and secondly in the fact that all groups tend to contribute material of a
non-technical nature. Students here at Bishop’s might well bear this in
mind.
In closing I must briefly mention the Christmas issue of the U .C .C .
" C ollege Times.” This issue, besides being graced with a forward by
Hugh Lyon, former headmaster of Rugby, contains some rather irrele
vant but interesting exerpts from a journal recording a canoe trip through
the wilds of far northern Alberta and Saskatchewan.
W e would like to acknowledge receipt of the following:
Papers:

The M cG ill Daily, — M cG ill University.
T he Manitoban, — University of Manitoba.
T he Dalhousie Gazette, — Dalhousie University.
T he Q u eb ec D iocesan Gazette.
Aluminium News.
Pamphlets:

Brazilian G ov't. Trade Bureau.
The "Service d'information Franc aise."
M agazines:

The Cornell Countryman,
Cornell U . Colleges of Agriculture and Home Ecc.
T he C ollege Times, — Upper Canada College.
T he Gryphon, — University of Leeds.
Oyez, Oyez, — U .N .B . Law School Journal.
C odrington C ollege, — The Barbadoes.
R ev u e d e I’Universite d'Ottawa, — Ottawa, Ont.
Queen's R ev iew , — Kingston, Ont.

Y ale Literary Magazine.

A. W. R.
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“ The Diary o f Samuel Marchbanks” Clarke Irwin & Co. Ltd.
’47. Robertson Davies is Stephen Leacock's successor as Canada’s best
writer of humour. The Diary is the collection in book form of Mr.
Davies’ column in the Peterborough “ Examiner,” of which he is the
Editor. Like all humorous writing which has to be produced every day,
the pieces vary, but on the whole they keep up a very high standard of
excellence.
Unlike many people called upon to be amusing, Mr. Davies does
not talk “ shop.” His occupation is in fact hardly ever mentioned. He
writes about incidents or things he has noticed at home or in the street;
nothing is too trivial to be made amusing and interesting by his clever
and original pen.
Stephen Leacock, whose name seems to be hard to keep out of
a discussion of this kind, says in one of his essays on the subject that
the prime requisite of real humour is that it should be gentle, and this
M r. Davies’ always is. Anyone can get a laugh with crudity, from an
uncritical reader, but the “ D iary” maintains a high level all the way
through. Reading a few pages is enough to put the most depressed
reader in a cheerful frame of mind, and reading the whole book will
make him aware that there is a sound, if unspoken, philosophy in it too.
If this can be reduced to a cut-and-dried sentence, I should say it is
“ Beware of taking yourself too seriously.” Mr. Davies says that, one
evening, he was invited to join a gathering of high school students) and
found it an extremely solemn affair, if not downright gloomy, because,
he supposed, it was vaguely associated with education, that great pro
ducer of long faces. After determined effort, he managed to put them
more or less at their ease, but on the whole the evening was a failure.
W hy must the exercise of the intelligence always be associated with
gloom, he wonders, and we wonder too?
Through M r. Davies' deft combination of social criticism and
humour, we cannot fail to be made aware of the absurdity of those
provincialisms he pokes fun at. He is distressed that so many Cana
dians with talent go to the States, instead of staying at home to help
develop an individual Canadian culture. This belief in Canada s future
does not blind his eyes to our faults and in Mr. Davies’ pages the reader
will quite often find himself gently but firmly exposed as narrow[ 75 ]
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minded, stupid, and ill-mannered in many ways he had not suspected
before.
I do not mean to imply that M r. Davies sets himself up as a social
improver, or anything so pompous. He is above all a humorist and for
the most part his book is sheer lighthearted fun for its own sake.

N. L.
T he Fountainhead, A yn R and, pp. 754. — Mere verbosity for its
own sake is one of the cardinal sins of the novelist and A yn Rand has
considerable trouble escaping this danger in The Fountainhead. The book
abounds in some wonderful descriptive and introspective writing, yet the
reader is often left wondering whether all this is really necessary to the
story.

oQfeli.

Basically the book represents the struggle of a modernistic architect
during the time of a classical revival in the United States, during the
late 2 0 ’s and 3 0 ’s. A ctually, however, it is much more than that. Miss
R and draws her major characters with amazing skill and leads them un
erringly through life. In doing so she brings in architecture, art, and even
the newspaper racket (and the term is used advisedly here).
This is perhaps one of the major weaknesses of the work. The author
brings in such a pot-pouri of characters and interests that one is often lost
in trying to follow the multitudinous skeins of the story. The supporting
characters become mere shadows, without any real life or existance, and
the reasons for their presence is at times questionable.
In spite of these weaknesses the author has written an exceptionally
gripping and stimulating novel. She has drawn her characters by parallel
ism, with each one having an exact counterpart, whose weaknesses and
strength complement one another. In doing this. Miss Rand has clearly
shown her realisation that life contains no definite white or black, but
rather that everything forms a neutral gray. W e have to read well into
the novel before realising who the villains are, and who the heroes.
Once this realisation is reached, however, we can clearly foresee what
the ending is going to be. Y et such is the writer’s skill that to the last
moment we are left wondering how she is going to reach this desired end.
W hen it finally does come the climax appears more than somewhat staged
after the thrilling build-up that preceeds it, moreover it degenerates into
a political diatribe quite out of tone with the rest of the book, and really
out of a novelist’s jurisdiction.
Y et in spite of these faults, and perhaps this review has over
emphasised them, Miss R and has created a believable and fascinating
novel well worth the time spent reading it.
M . G. B .

" A BISHOP’S D IA R Y ”
BEING SCATTERED E XCE RPTS OF GENERAL
IN TE RE ST TO ALL.
Jan. 7th.-8th.

Bish. New Y ear greeted by a successful retreat led
by imported canon. A discrete silence was main
tained. (This also applies to the supplemental ex
ams.)

Jan. 1 1th.

Lectures again and a star-spangled Results List to
greet the madding crowd.

Jan. 14th.

First sports of the year but the girls do not even
bring back an old College tie.

Jan. 18th.

Hockey begins and despite a mashed pinna (ear to
you) and sudden switching of net-men the ice
bound ’Gators hold their own.

Jan. 22nd.

The V alkyrie sing and Johnny Kuehner sets a new
C .I.A .U . basketball game-scoring record.

Jan. 26th.

Hamlet to town, where he nobly exalts a mixed but
certainly partially-educated throng. Not only that,
but Badminton scores! It’s a first game win.

Jan. 27th.

A full day, this:
A s the noon-tide refreshments draw to a close an
outstanding educational duologue breaks out be
tween S .C .M .’s Hutchinson and the pink-ish boy
who wasn’t there.
In the afternoon, another association meeting folds
for lack of a quorum. But not before the Current
Events Club folded too . . . Something about a red
herring in a Tory fish-pond?
A t night the Bede’s again! After a smashing game
ice-waltzing and hay-riding (or so they called it)
yielded to hunger and the Terpsichoric Muse. A de
lightful, in some cases even snappy, time was had
by all.
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Feb. 4th.-5th.

Bishop’s takes a leading role! C .I.A .U . skiers flock
to the Massawippi hills and a fine bunch do a fine
job running a swell meet. The party? Applesauce!
Apple something anyway. A nd as for the team, well,
we certainly tried.

Feb. 5th.

Peculiar phenomena observed in chapel as a vast
assembly of New-Arts men appears and chants the
response. M ene, M ene, Tekel Upharsin!

Feb. 6th.

Afternoon skating to music at the rink offers perhaps
the first sensible gathering of faculty and students as
one. A grand time had by all. (B ut let’s not get too
exultant— remember the record-changers too.)

Feb. 7th.

The Gods speak and the gates swing wide.

Feb.

13th.

A dismal hockey season closes with a H atley triumph
of 10-1. Slush and the weather were pretty bad but
a team turnout might have helped as well.

Feb. 14th.-21 st.

A busy week. More of that executive enthusiasm,
clouded this time with a tragic forboding. The Y ear
Book gets into stride and the new Photography Club
delights all and sundry with their not-too-negative
results.

Feb. 21st.

The Paganninni Quartet (them’s Stradivarii, they
a r e !) provides an inspirational evening. Sincere
thanks are due the music-lovers from T he L odge.

Feb. 23rd.

The new Council begins to shape up. Bim Hobbs
and Bob Assad become President and SecretaryTreasurer by acclamation.

Feb. 24th.-27th.

The “ Lampshade" goes to Ottawa for the first I.V .D .L. Festival since before the war. A good effort
till it met an Other Conqueror.

Feb. 28th.

The Blow falls, and in a few succinct phrases sev
eral letters explain a severance in relations between
the University and certain of the student body. De

March 2nd.

The first election results. A worthy struggle for the
Vice-Presidency ends in a P riceless victory for Lou.
* * *
And so to print. Spring will be early this year but
Easter is late. Third year has triumphed in hockey

T he
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while inter-year basketball is yet to be decided. The
biologists have finished carving-up their frogs, the
V et’s dance was a great success, a new -look has
been destined for the men’s Common Room. W hat
more could we ask for?

O c cy

WHEN

Lay me dow n in the co o l brown earth
beneath an elm, and
let me f a c e full into the co o l East,
that to the last o f my bones
I might smile,
and be o f this Life.
Let the co o l d e w y grass gro w above me,
let the sparkling laughter o f children ring above me,
and in the repose
o f my co o l abode
thoughts o f ga y yesteryears will return to me.
And when after many years
my g a y and co o l place can be no more
though m y wish has passed into lore,
m y soul shall rise and m ove to another felicity
where time is known as eternity
and where C o d and I will again be Unity.
F. O. Lajoie

gustibus . . .
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j Rosemary Gift Shop
Books

Gifts

IT'S

H andicrafts

L im ite d
FURN ITURE

2 Dufferin Ave.
SHERBROOKE

M o r g a n 's

QUE.

FOR
FINE

ROSS-BIRON CO.

T el. 2722 - 2723

"EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL"

20 Wellington Street South
SH E R B R O O K E . P . Q.

C o m p lim e n ts o f

SPORTS
WEAR

17 - 21 Frontenac Street
SHERBROOKE

QUE.

C o m p lim en ts o f

Olivier’s Drug Store

| Thompson &. Alix
Ltd.

12 Wellington St. N .,
SHERBROOKE, QUEBEC

W HOLESALE FRUIT AND
VEGETABLES

J. A. Wiggett

n

H IG H GRADE FOOTWEAR

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

HENRY MORGAN

CO. LIMITED

you are s u r e o f th e quality at Morgan's

Co.

Established 1886

95 Wellington N.

g ft

Tel. 70
SHERBROOKE

QUE.
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y o u r Insuran ce requirem ents,
c o n s u l t :•

T

Buy with Confidence from
Sherbrooke’s Store

4 Marquette Street
Telephone 100 or 134

H. C. Wilson & Sons Ltd
FURN ITURE FOR YO UR HOME

QUE.

C o m p lim en ts:-

F. R. Darche & Sons Reg’d
Gents Furnishings,

M

i t r e

Est, 1863

SOUTH WOOD
CA M PBE LL &
HOWARD

SHERBROOKE

h e

Frigidaire, Frigidaire Electric Ranges
Gurney Wood, Coal & Gas Ranges
1 R.C.A. Victor & Sparton Radios
Victor, Columbia di Decca Records
;
Heintzman & Wilson Pianos
W urlitzer Electric Organs
Band & Musical Instruments.

SPORTING HEADQUARTERS
B A D M IN T O N — HO CK EY — R U G B Y — SKIING

GO LF — T E N N IS — FISH IN G — H U N TIN G

SH E L F A N D H E A V Y H A R D W A R E

Ladies & Men’s Shoe Novelties.

37-39 Wellington St. North

8 Wellington St. South
Tel. 1580
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

C H IN A W A R E — C R O C K E R Y — G LA SS

Next to Granada Theatre

C O A L — COKE — F U E L OIL

READ THE . . .

C om p lim ents o f

S h e rb ro o k e
Daily

R e c o rd

Sheer Silk Hosiery Mills Ltd.
4

Makers o f Full Fashioned
Nylon Hosiery.
QUEBEC

SHERBROOKE

FOR NEW S

J. S. MITCHELL & CO., LIMITED

OF TH E COLLEGE
AN THE
EASTERN TO W N SH IPS.
Established 1897

| John Milford & Son Reg'd.

Sherbrooke, Que.

F L O R I S T S

T h e O n ly English Daily in th e
Eastern T ow n sh ip s
69 Wellington Street North
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

78 - 80 Wellington St. N.

Sherbrooke, Que.
84 ]
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1
F. W. JACKSON

C om p lim ents o f

PAINTING

PAGE-SANSGTER
PRINTING CO., LTD

DECORATING
REPAIRS

Fraser Enterprises
Ltd.

FLOOR SANDING
34 High Street,

Sherbrooke, Que.

Canada Power

T el. 3500

h . j.

McCo n n e l l

Co., Ltd.

O p tom etrist and Optician

102 Wellington Street North

SH E RBRO O K E , QUE.

Sherbrooke 3248

A. B. McKEAGE

QUE.

INDUSTRIAL PLATING
Chromium

Chaddock's

EMPIRE LIFE

Nickel

Cadmium

You receive only The B est

Tin

Bronze — Brass — Aluminum

Lennoxville, Que.

in

Rough Cast or Machined

Quality, Service and Courtesy.

MILTON HERSEY & CO.,

"Blue Seal" Semi-Machined Bronze Bushings

All popular sizes carried in stock.

LIMITED
Analytical Chemists

C. C. CHADDOCK,
Sole Proprietor.

Engineers and Inspectors

Union Screen Plate Company of Canada Ltd.

Physical Tests

H ead O ffice
WINNIPEG

Copper

CASTINGS

And General Insurance Agent

M ONTREAL

SHERBROOKE

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

When buying at

32 W arren St.

Quality Printers Since 1902

Phone 37 for appointment

121 King St. W .

Lennoxville Tel. 179-J

Southern

LENNOXVILLE,
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Plants

Lennoxville, Que.

Lennoxville and Montreal
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For Good Service
and Quality Printing

T

r a n s -O

ce a n

P

r ess

PRINTERS
U nder n ew m anagem ent
29 W

e ll in g t o n

Furniture

Newton Construction
Company Limited
General Contractors

for the Home
Office or Study

ECHE NB ER G

150 Victoria Street - Tel. 546
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

BROS.

SHERBROOKE

A g e n t s f o r " Perrna-Stone"

QUE.

Established 1902

C om p lim ents o f

C o m p lim en ts o f

Scott, Hugessen, Macklaier,
Chisholm &. Hyde

LENNOXVILLE AUTO
ELECTRIC
GENERATORS, STARTERS
Rebuilt or Exchanged.
172 M A IN ST .

T el. 3082

S o uth
S herbrooke, Q u e.

LENNOXVILLE

A dvocates, Barristers a n d Solicitors
Aldred Building,
507 Place d ’Armes
G. M iller Hyde
H. Larratt Smith
H. Weir Davis
Jam es P Anglin
Peter M. Laing
Richard D. Weldon
W. B. Scott. K.C.
W. F. M acklaier, K.C.
Hon. A. K. Hugessen, K.C.
John F. Chisholm, K.C.
E. Jacques Courtois
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